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Co-Processor Multiplier/Divider with Accumulator 

PART NUMBER 
MAX MULTIPLICATION TIME! 

MAX DIVISION TIME 

8 Bits 
SN74S508 

0.8 p.S/2.2 P.s 
SN54S508 

16 Bits SN74S516 1.5 p.s/3.5 p.S 

Cra, Multipliers 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER MAXDELAV 

8x8 Multiplier (latched) SN74S557 60 ns (Xi' Vi; to S15) 
8x8 Multiplier (latched) SN54S557 60 ns 
8x8 Multiplier (latched) SN74S558 60 ns 
8x8 Multiplier (latched) SN54S557 60 ns 

16x16 Multipliers SN74S556 90ns 
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i Five New Ways to Go Forth and Multiply 
Chuck Hastings 

Our Multiplier Population Explosion 
Recently, it has seemed as if every time you turned around 
Monolithic Memories was announcing another new multiplier. 
Want to catch your breath, and find out where each of these fits 
into the overall scheme of things? Read on. 

Actually, there have been five new multipliers in all within the last 
three years, plus two which had previously been available for 
several years. In time order of introduction, these are: 

Parts No. DescriptionA 

57/67558 150-nsec 8x8 Flow-Through Cray MultiplierB 

57/67558-1 125-nsec 8x8 Flow-Through Cray MultiplierB 

54fl4S508 8-Bit Bus-Oriented Sequential Multiplier/ 

54fl4S558 
54fl4S557 

54fl4S516 

54fl4S556 

Divider 
6O-nsee 8x8 Flow-Through Cray Multiplier 
6O-nsee 8x8 Flow-Through Cray Multiplierwith 
Transparent Output Latches 
16-Bit Bus-Oriented Sequential Multiplier/ 
Divider 
9O-nsec 16x16 Flow-Through Cray Multiplier 
with Transparent Input and Output Latches 

NOTES: A. Times are worst-case times for commercial-te~perature-range 
parts. 

B. Obsolete. 541745558 replaces these in both new and existing 
designs. 

FI_-Tllrougll Cray Multiplle~ 

You will notice that the above parts fall into two categories: 
flow-through Cray multipliers, and bus-oriented sequential mul
tiplier/dividers. Although all of these parts get referred to rather 
casually as "multipliers," there are major differences between 
the two general types; see Table 1 below. 

The Cray Multipliers 
The essential idea of a Cray multiplier, 'as originally put 
together by Seymour Cray in the late 1950$ with discrete 
logic at Control Data Corporation, is to wire up an array 6f full 
adders in the form of a binary-arithmetic-multiplication 
pencil-and-paper example,3 That is, everywhere that there 
is a "1"or a "0" in a longhand binary-multiplication exam
ple, the Cray type of multiplication uses a full adder. One 
may visualize a Cray multiplier functionally as a "diamond:' 
as follows: 

MULTIPLIER 

'MULTIPLICAND 

LOWER 
,HALF 

DOUBLE·LENGTH PRODUCT 

Figure 1. Pencil-and-Paper Analogy to Cray-MultlplierOperation 

Bus-Oriented &equential Multiplier/Divider 

Role in 
System 

Bui/ding-block role -as many as 34,partsus!!d in one super
minicomputer (NORD-SOC from Norsk Data'). 

Co-processor role - one, or occasionally two, parts used in 
one microcomputer'. ' 

Internal 
Operation 

External 
Control 

Package 

Operations 
Performed 

Storage 
Capabilities 

Second 
Sources 

Where 
Used 

Future 
Prospects 

Static arithmetic-logic network; multiplies without being, 
clocked~ using eight bits of the multiplier at a time, 

Controlled by several mode-control input signals. 

40-pin DIP (,S557/8); 84-pin LCC or 88-pin PGA (,S556) 

Can only perform multiplication. 

Either no storage capabilities ('558 types), or optional storage 
for the double-length product only ('557 type), or full 
product and input slorage ('556 type). 

8x8, Multiple-sourced'(AMD, Fairchild"Monolithic Memories), 

Initial usage has been in high-:end minicomputers, array pro
cessors, and signal processo(s. 

Potential large market today since these parts are now low. 
cost and multiple-sourced, and should be used in al/ new milli-
computer design~! ' 

State machine; requires clocking to operate; contains edge
triggered registers; sequenced by a state counter; multiplies 
using two bits olthe multiplier at a time". 

Controlled by sequences of micro-opcodas which come from 
a microprocessor, a registered PAL, or some other seqU'ential
control device. 

24-pin DIP. 

Can perform multiplication, division, and multiplication-wlth-
accumulation. ' 

Four full-length registers; capable of storing both input oper-
ands and the double-length product. ' 

Sole-sourced;only bipolar dividers on the market. 

Initial usage has been in industrial-control 'microcomputers, 
digital modems. military avionics, CRT graphic systems, video 
games, and cartographic analysis systems. 

Potential huge world-wide market for enhancement of micro
processor, bit-slice processor, and microcomputer capabilities, 
and for sman-scale signal processing! 

Table 1. A comp.tlSOll of the two types of MOn!JIHhiC Memorle. Multiplier. 
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Our 57/67558, introduced in the mid-1970s, was the original 
single-chip Cray multiplier. To achieve what was for that time 
very high performance for a Schottky-TTL-technology part, the 
internal design of the 57/67558 also exploited other speed-freak 
multiplication techniques such as Booth multiplication4 and. 
Wallace-Tree additions. All ofthese techniques achieve increased 
speed through extensive parallelism, and can be used at the 
system level as well as within LSI components. Subsequently, 
process improvements made it possible to offer a fasterfinaHest 
option, the 57/67550-1, which attained a sales-volume level 
essentially equal to that of the original part. 

About five years ago, AMD paid us the sincere compliment 
of second-sourcing these parts with the 75-nsec 258558. Three 
years ago, we returned the compliment with the 6O-nsec 
54n4S55.8. All of these '558 parts, and the 7D-nsec 54n4F558 
announced by Fairchild, are fully compatible drop-in equival
ents except for the variations in logic delay. 

• Au. Of 11<£SE 'fWoINIQUES ACHI9I€ ItIC_SIOO 
SP""O"!ll""<JGoH ""TE\.lf>IIIE f'ARe:u.e~ISM·" 

. When AMO introduced the 258558, they introduced along 
with it the 80-nsec 258557, a "metal option" of the same 
basic design with "transparent" output latches to hold the 
double-length product. "Transparent" means that the latches 
go away when you don't want them there; a latch-control line 
like that of the 54/748373 controls whether these output 
latches store information, or simply behave as output buffers. 
Anyway, when we introduced our 54/748558, we followed it 
within a few weeks with the 60-nsec 54/748557, which is a 
much faster drop-in replacement for AMO's part. And subse
quently, Fairchild has announced a 70-nsec 54/74F557. 

Because AMO's '8557 has the output latches imple
mented in TTL technology after the ECL-to-TTL converters, 
whereas our '8557 has them implemented in ECL technology 
before' the conversion, the latches operate much faster in 
ours. Our '8557 is typically only about a nanosecond slower 
than our '8558, whereas the logic~delay difference between 
AMD's two parts is considerably greater. Consequently, our 
margin of superiority over AMO for the 'S557 is even greater 
than for the '8558. 
More recently, we introduced the 9O-nsec 'S556, which is a 
16x16 direct size-upgrade of the 'S557/8 architecture, with the 
addition of input latches. In a "pipelined" mode, an 'S556 can 
produce a new 32-bit product every 75 nsec. 

'S557 i8 Cray multipliers come in a 40-pin duaHnline package, 
either ceramic or plastic. Worst-case power-supply current is 
280 mA. The 'S556 comes in your choice of. an 84-pin LCC 
(Leadless Chip Carrier) or an 88-pin PGA (Pin-Grid Array) 
package. Worst-case power-supply current is 800 mA (909 mA 
over military temperature range). The data-bus outputs can sink. 
up to 8 mA IOL, for all of.these multipliers. . . 
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References 5 and 6discuss technical approaches t6 using Cray 
multipliers in high-performance minicomputers. The '8558, 
together with PROMs organized in a "Wallace-tree" configu
ration. can sail right along at the rate of four 56x56 multipli
cations every microsecond, on the basis of fixed-point 
arithmetic with no renormalization. (8ee table 7 on page 16 
of reference 5; the multiplication time is 238 nsec for a "divi
sion step;' which is afixed-point multiplication. and 319 nsec 
for a floafing-point multiplication where extra time is required 
for renormalization and correction of the exponent of the 
product.) 34 'S558s or 'S557s are required to perform this 
multiplication if the computer system architecture does not 
call for the computation of the least-significant half of the 
double-length product; 49 are required if it does. 

\\ .. ,~ 'S558,10GEniER wl'n-l P~SORGANtza,J 
1""·WACI.ACE-l'R€E"CONFI(,URA'110N. CAN SAlt.. 
RIGHT ALONG AT mE RATE OF FOUR 66" 56 
MULTlPl..ICATION5 EVERV MICR066CONP ... " 

The "local" architecture of the multiplier section of a digi
tal system can take two rather different forms. A minicom
puter~ which executes an unpredictable mixture of arithmetic 
and logical instructions one after the other, typically needs to 
be able to get the complete multiplication over and done with 
before gOing on to the next program step-which is proba
bly not another multiplication. An array processor or digital 
correlator. however. tends to do very regular iterative compu
tations; and the performance of such a system can often be 
greatly increased by a technique called "pipelining;' in which 
the arithmetic unit consists of stages with registers or latches 
in betWeen each stage, and partial computational results 
move from one stage to the next on each clock. 

The "flow-through" architecture of the '8558 works 
equally well in synchronous or asynchronous pipelined sys
tems, but registers or latches must be provided externally. 
The '8557, however, is actually a superset of the '8558, and 
the added internal-output-Iatch feature adapts it particularly 
well to pipelined systems. The '8556 provides latches atboth ends. 

..... THE .WW·l"I<C""H 
Of' THE 'S558 WE~ IN 

SYNCHRoNOuS OR ASVNCHRONOUS 
PlPEUf\.\ED SVSTEMS ... " 
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Even a smaller-scale system can make effective use of these. 
parts. To return to the case of 56x56 inultiplication, which cor
responds to the word-length needed for multiplying mantissas 
in several popularfloating-point-numeer formats, an iterative 
clocked scheme using just seven Sid! inultipliers, some adders, 
and an accumulator register can form the entire 112-bit double
length product in just seven. multiply/add cycles. A.numberof 
mid-range minicomputers today multiply in this manner. The 
multipliers are configured as suggested by the following black 
diagram: 
a-BIT PORTION 
OF ~UL TIPLI~R 

56·BIT 
MUL TIPLICANO 

":64-BIT PARTIAL 
PRODUCT 

Figure 2.8x56 Cray Multiplier hi Diamond Representallon 

There is even an oc~onatS-bitor 16-bitmiC(O"ro~~r~' 
baseej system .with· aneedfo~ very fast multiplicatf()I1~Where 
'SS571Bsor '$556s may get used as miCroproc6llsor peripher
als7•8; Digital-video systems, in particular electronic games; with 
''vector. graphic" capabilities. are one example. 

The world of 'S556/7 /8 applications has.turnepout tc)include 
all sizes Of minicomputers, digital video systems, and signal 
processors - FFT (FaslFourier Transform) processors, voice 
recognition eqUipment, radar sYStems, digitalcorrelators .and 
filters,.e'ectronicseismograPhs, brain and bodyscanners,.and 
so forth. And there are many unexpected off~Deat applic:atidns, 
such as real-tinie data-rescaling circuits iri ihstruments, lilto~ 
gether too. numerOUI\ to lillt here .. After all, an'$556 can multiply. 
two 16cl>it numbers togetheranp output their entire 32-bit pro
duct in 90nsec worst case ... less .time· than it would take a 
speeding bullet to move the distance Elqual to the thickness of 
this piece of paper, How's that for Supermultiplier? 

The Mul"pll.rIOivi,ders 
The Monolithic Memories 'S516 and.'S508 are state-of-the
art TTL-compatible irite!ligent peripherals for micropro
cessors, somElwherebetWeen arithmetic sequential circu)ts 
and specialized bipolar microprocessors .. The'S516anO 
'S508 each can perform any of 28 differ~nt multiplyanO 
multiply-and-accumulate instructions,'plUs any of 13 differ-. 
ent divide instructions, at bipolar speeds·underthe control 
of an internal statecQUnter. (see'.Figure.20f the ,'S516 data 
Sheet.) The state counter'sl!8qtlenpe is. in lurngulded by3-bit 
instruction codes which are external inputs to the 'S516/508-
The '8516 computes with 1& .. b.lt bil:1ary numbers, and the '8508 
computes with &-bit binary numbers, as the part numbers none-
too-subtly imply., . . . .' . . 

A i6-bit bi~directional data bus connects the 'S516 with 
the .outside world for bringingin'll'Jultillliers, .. multiplicanps, 
dividends, and divisors; and returning products, quotients 
and remainders. It also has olock (CK) anc! tun/wait (GO) 
inputs, and an overflow indication (OVA) output. 

The 'S508 has all of the above inputs and outputs also, 
except that it has only an 8-bit bidirectional data bus. Since 
it comes in the same 24-pin package as the 'S516, it obvi
ously has eight more pins available for other purposes. Four 
of these are used to bring out the internal-state-counter 
value; one each is used for a completion (DONE) status 
output, an output-enable control (OE) input, and a master
reset(MR) control input; and one is not used atall. 

,A Simple, general Interfacing $Chemecan be used to team 
a '8516 with any of the currently popular 16-bit microprocessors,or 
an '8508 with any 8-bit microprocessor. (See Figure 7ofthe'8516 
data sheet.) With a couple extra inierfacecircuits, an'S516 can 
also be interfaced to an &-bit microprocessor.Particularly If the 
system software is written in a highly-structurecllanguage such 
as PASCAL.orFORTH, an'S516/508 can be retrofitted into an 
existing system .with a large gain in performance and very little 
impact on e,ither hardware or software--; calls to the previous 
software-implemented one-stepc8tc8-timemultiply and divide 
subroutines are simply rerouted to substitUte a command 'from 
the microprocessor to the 'S516/508 to a~Rt an operand and 
start its oparation sequence. . . . 

The 'S516 and 'S5.08 are in fact two ,different "metal 
options'" of one basic design; the'S516 hllS twice as many 
data bits in each internal register. The 'S516 .. and 'S508 /::loth 
have a worst-case clock rate ot6 MHz (commercial) or 5 
MHz (military); the typical rate is 8 MHz, ThElo sitT,plest cpm
plete twos-complement 16x16 multiplication instructiorican 
be performed in nine clockcydes by an 'S51.6: or in five by 
an 'S508, since 2-bits-at-a.time Booth multiplication is 

, used;~ thus, the worst-case time require(jby. tM '6516 to:, 
multiply in this modEl is 1..5 /1Soofor ,a commercial' part, and~:"; 
for.an 'S508 it is 833 nSl;!c. On the same basis, 32/16 division' 
can be done in ·21 clock cycles; or 3~5 /1Sec worst-case, by an 
'S516;and 16/8 division can be done In .13 clock cycles,' or 
2.2 psec worst-case, by an 'S508, '. 

An'S516/508.can perform either, positive or. nl;!gative mul
tiplication or multiply-accumulation, and many of the instruc
tions provide for "chaining'" ofsuccessiVEl computations to" 
eliminate extra operand transfers on the bus; these features, rr;. 
further enhance the computational speed of the '6516/508, ...:. 
in particular applications. Arithmetic can be either integer or 
fractional with respect to positioning of the results. 

An 'S516 can powerfully enhance the capabilities of any 
present-day 16,bit'.or 8-bitmicroprocessor ina compute· 
bound application. In fact, it can be usee! in any digital system 
where there/sa need .tomultiply and divide on.a bus. An 
'S508 can likewise.enhance thecapabi/iti9!! of any 8-bit 
microprocessor. 
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The '5516 comes in an industry-standard 600-mil 24-pin 
dual-inline package, modified to include an integral alumi
num heatsink w!'lich does not add appreciably to the package 
height. It requires only +5V and ground power connections, 
and draws a worst-case power~supply current of 450mA 
(commercial) or 500mA (military). Power consumption is 
greatest at cold temperatures, and decreases substantially'as 
operating temperature increases. The 16 databus inputs 
require at most 0.25mAinput current; the other inputs 
require at most 1mA. The 16 databus outputs can sink up to 
8mA 10l. The '5508 also fits the abo,ve description, except 
that its worst-case power-supply current is 380mA (commer
cial) or 400mA (military), and it has only 8 databus inputs 
and outputs. 

In describing applications of these paris, it is difficult to know 
where to start - they can be used in almost any design where a 

, microprocessor can be used, and you know how many places 
that is today. So, perhaps a good starting point is to see what 
uses customers have thought up all by themselves. One customer 
even used two '55165 in "pingpong' mode on a single 1&-bit busl 
So, rather than merely speculating as to whatthese parts might 
be good for, here's a list of what Monolithic Memories's cus
tomers have already ptoventhey are good for: 
• Real-time control of heavy machinery9 
• Low-cost, high-performance digital modems 
• CRT graphics, including video games 
.. Military avionics 
• cartographic analysis 

'As it happens, the above are '5516 applications, except 
that digital modem designs have been done with both the 
'5516 and the 'S508. Several of the 'SS16 designs are already in, 
production. In each of these applications, the microprocessor 
could have coped all right with the computational complexi
ty, albeit at its own less-than-tremendous speed, but a '5516 
used together with the 'microprocessor can provide extra 
muscle forh'andling formidable problems. 

Competition? Well, since there are nO second $Ources for 
the '8516, and no competitor at present has a similar fast part 
capable of performing division as well as multjplication, right 
now the '5516 has no direct competition. hlOirectly, there are 
$OlTie competing parts which perform only multiplication, and 
would have to perform division by Newton-Raphson iteration 
to be usable for any application where division is required. 
However, the '5516 is (as far as we know) by far the lowest-
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priced bipolar 16-bit multiplier, an(j the other microprocessor 
peripheraLchipswhich can perform division as well as multie 
plication are relatively.slow M05,devices. In one case, an 
8-bit cascadable CM05 part requires a 50% reduction in 
clock rate to do 16-bit arithmetic, And considerable numer
ical-analysis and programming sophisticatiOn are requiredto 
implement Newton-Raphson division with fixed-point oper
ands, (It's'easier with floating-point operands.) In contrast, 
the '5516/508 can be easily interlaced to almost any micro
processor using one or two PALs," and can perform either 
multiplication or division on command~ 

The '8516 is so much faster than the competing M08 
chips that it can even take them on for floating-poiht compu
tations (which some of them are designed to do) and win. A 
conference paperIO describes the design of an 'SS16-based 
8-100-bus card' capable of beating an Intel 8087 2:1 on 
floating-point arithmetic. 

50me competing parts, inparticular the AMI 2811 and 
Nippon Electric I'PD7720, include an on-board ROM which 
must be mask-programmed at the,factory, which makes life 
difficult for small companies (or even larger ones) which are 
trying to get a microprocessor-based product to market 
quickly. Also, some competing parts require sequencing by 
external TTL jellybeans. 

And, as for using AMD/TRW 64-pin 16x16 Cray multiplier 
chips as microprocessor peripherals, these cost much more 
than the '5516, occupy about three times the circuit-bo,ard 
space, multiply faster, don't divide at all except by Newton
Raphson iteration, and also require one or two "overhead" 
microprocessor instrGctions to interface for a given arithme
tic operatioh. From a system viewpoint, when this overhead 
time is reckoned with, these chips provide little actual gain in 
multiply performance over the '8516 at lots of extra cost, and 
an actual loss in divide performance: the '5516 is much more 
cost-effective overall. 

'8516s potentially fit into many, many places in commer
cial, industrial, and military electronics, particularly, into 
small-scale real-time systems, The part is fast enough to 
enhance the performance of a 16-bit Motorola 68000, Zilog 
Z8000, or Intel 8086, as well as that of any 8~bit micropro
cessor. It is also fast enough to considerably improve the mul
tiplicationand division performance of 16-bit 2901-based 
"bit-slice" bipolar microcomputers, which are often used as 
processors in desktop graphics CF'lT terminals. 

It is worth bringing the '8516 to the attention of any 
designer who is developing: 

• A personal computer or small business computer. 

• A word processor, or a more grandiose "office automation 
system:' 

• A cruise missile, or any other "smart weapon:' 

• A digital modem. 

• A small-scale speech-processing system. (These are very 
multiplication-intensive. We have one maga:zine article on 
the 'SS16 in such an application~l) 

• A sml;lrt instrument, which (joes data conversion. 

• ,An industrial control system, particularly one which must 
do many coordinate transformations: 

• A.n all-digital studio-quality high-fidelity system, 

• A cost-reduced'computerized medical scanning system. 

• A multiprocessor system for scientific computations~2) 

If an '8516/508 is introduced into a system configured 
around an older microprocessor as a "co-processor" or 
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helpmate for the microprocessor, and the application is 
arithmetic-intensive, the end effect can be a major upgrad
ing of performance at the system level. 27 Consequently, a 
major reason for designing these parts in is microprocessor 
life-cycle enhancement. In particular. many MOS micropro
'cessors have single-length and double-length add and sub
tract instructions: but either they have no multiply or divide 
instructions at all, or else they perform their multiply and 
divide instructions so slowly as to jeopardize the ability 01 the 
entire system to handle its computing load in real time. 

So picture; if you will, the entrepreneur or chief engineer 
of a firm making a successful microprocesSot"based widget 
which has been on the market for a few months, which uses 
an older 8-bit microprocessor such as a 6800 or 8085 or Z80. 
Just when his/her sales are really taking off, here comes a 
new start-up competitor with a similar system, using a 
Motorola 68000, with added features and faster performance 
made possible by the 68000's 16-bit word length and 
multiply/divide capabilities. The 'S516 can, in this instance, 
serve as a "great equalizer" - it can be retrofitted into the 
older system as previously described, and provides even 
higher-speed multiplication and division than the 68000. 
(Enough so, actually, that there are designers using the 'S5.16 
with the 68000.) Thus, the 'S516 can dramatically extend the 
life cycle of existing microcomputer systems based on 
microprocessors which either don't have multiplication and 
division instructions, or perform these operations relatively 
slowly. 

" ... THE'SSlb CAN I>RAMATICA~~Y EXTENt> THE l.1F'( 
CycLe OF ElO.!STINGo ",'CROCOMPUTE~ SYSTEMS BAseD ON 
MIC~Om:>cESSORl; WHICH EITHER. Do.rT HAVE /lNJLTIf'l.ICATION 
ANI) DIVISION INSTRUCTIONS,OR PE:RFORMTHESE: 
OPERATIONS REUITIVELY SWWLY ... " 

'S508s are somewhat easier to control from a logic~esign 
viewpoint than 'S516s, purely because they have more con
trol inputs and outputs. However. the shorter 'S508 word 
length makes the part naturally fit into smaller-scale systems 
than those which might use an 'S516. Essentially, the 'S508 
is optimized for small-scale systems. 

Now that you know what these parts are, can't you think of 
at least half a dozen prime uses for them right in your own 
back yard? 
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8x8 Mu Itipl ier IDivider 
SN54174S508 

Featu .... /Ben.flte· 
• Co-pl'OC8llOr for enhancing the arithmetic speed of all 

present a-bit mlcroprocaallorl 

• Bus-oriented organl.Uon 

• 24-pln pi!Ckage 

• ,8/8 or .16/8 division In leas .than 2.2 I'MC 

• 8118 munlpllcatlon In leas than .a 1'88C 

• 28 different mulUpllcatlon Instructions such as "fractional 
multiply and accumulate" 

• 13 dHferent divide Inatruc:tlona 

• Self-contained and ml~roprogremmable 

Description 
The SN54n4S508 ('S508) is a bus-organized8x8 Multiplierf 
Divider. The device provides both multiplication and division of 
2s-complement 8-bit numbers at high speed. There are 28 
different multiply options, including: positive and 'negative 
multiply, positive and negative accumulation, mUltipli98tion by a 
constant, .and both single-length and double-length addition in 
conjunction with multiplication. 13 different divide options allow 
single-length or double-length division, division of a previously
generated result,division by a constant, and continued division 
of a remainder or quotient. 

The '8508 is a time-sequenced device requiring a single clock. It 
loads operands from, and presentS r8$ults to, a bidirectional 8-
bit bus. Loading of the operands, reading of thf;lresults, and 
sequential control of the device is performed by a 3-bitinstruc
tion field. 

The 'S508has the additional feature that operands and r8$ults 
can be either integers or fractions; when it deals with fractions, 
automatic scaling occurs. Results can berouMed if required, 
and ariOverflow output indicates whenever a result is outside 
the nOrmally-accepted rll/mber range. 

For a simple multiplication of Iwooperands and reading of the 
double-length r8$ult, the device takes five clock periods - one 
for initialization, .and·fourfor tfNi actual multiplication. A.typical 
clock period is 125ns,whlchgives a multiplication time 01500 
ns tYPical for 8x8 multiplication, plus 125 Os ildditionallyfor 
initialization, or 625 nsin all. More complex multipiications will 
take additional clocl( periods for loading the additional oper.:, 
ands. A simpie division operation' requires 8 ;". 4 = 12c1ook 
periods for a typiealtJmeof 1.5!'5 (18 bitsl8 bits), also plus 
125 ns for initialization,or 1.625 '!'5 iri all. . 

Ord.rlnglnformation 
PART NUMBER PACKAGE 

SN54S508 024 

SN74S508 D24 

Logic Symbol 

INSTRUCTION 
3 

GO SN54174S50a 

CLOCK 

t I MASTER RESET 

OUTPUT ENABLE 

Pin Configuration. 

SN54n4S508 

7Mii' 

8 A} 
B STATE 

.: COUNTER 

TEMPERATURE 

Military 

Commercial 

STATE COUNTER 
4 

v 

VDATABUS 

~8 

OVERFLOW 

DONE 

.. , .' ..'. . . '0 ,.. ' . . . .' ... ' TVVX: 910-3~~:!=!76 
2175 Mission College Blvd. Siinta Clara, CA 95054-1592 Tel: (408) 970~9700' TWX: 910-338-2374 

,."""lthlo 111111 _.morl •• uun.u 
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INSTRUCTION 
OPERATION 

Ci.OCK 
SEQUENCE CYCLES 

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS 

0 X1 • Y 5 

1 -X1 • Y 5 

2 X1 • Y + Kz' Kw 5 

3 -X1 • Y + Kz,Kw 5 

4 Kz ' Kw'X1 13 

5/6 0 X·Y 6 

5/6 1 -X, Y 6 

5/6 2 X· Y + Kz,Kw 6 

5/6 3 -X, Y + KZ' Kw 6 

5/6 4 KwlX 14 

5/6 5 Kz/X 14 

516 6 0 X· Y+Z 7 

5/6 6 1 -X, Y + Z 7 

5/6 6 2 X·Y+KZ ·Z-8 7 

5/6 6 3, -X·y + Kz ' z-8 7 

5/6 6 4 Z, WIX 15 

5/6 6 5 ZIX 15 

5/6 6 6 0 X'Y+Z,W 8 

5/6 6 6 1 -X, Y + Z, W 8 

5/6 6 6 2 X'Y+Wsign 8 

5/6 6 6 3 -X·Y +Wsign 8 

5/6 6 6 ·4 WIX 16 

5/6 6 6 5 Wsign/X 16 

5/6 6 6 6 (See Note 9 below) -
516 5/6 6 7 La,ad X, Load Z, Load W, Clear Z 3 

'READING OPERATIONS 

7 ReadZ 1 

.7 .7 Relld Z, W. 2 

7 7 7, Read Z,W, Z 3 

7 .7 7 7 Read Z,W; Z, W 4 

5 7 Round, then Read Z 2 

5 7 .7 Round, then Read Z, W 3 

NOTES: 
" X,Y ar~ input multiplier and multiplicand. 

2, XI is the previous contents olthe firstrank olthe X register, (eltherthe old X 
or a new X), 

3, Fractional or integer arithmetic is specified by having the next-to-the-Iast 
operand loaded using a 5 or 6 instruction respectively. All ro~ beginning 
with, "5/f?'~' i",~ffect repre~nt two instructions. 5 does fractional arjthmetiq .• \, 
and 6 does integer arithmetic. 

4. t, Wis a doubie-precision number,. Z is the mostsignific~nthalf.Z, W 
represents addend upon input, and product (or accumulated sum) 'after 
multiplication. '. , . 

5. K z, Kw represents previous accumulator contents. Kz is the most':'signifl-
cant half. 

6, Wsign isa s,ingle-Iength sIgned number, with sign extension. 

7, Maximum ,clock cycle = 167 ns f!lr al6-MHz clock" , ' 

8, If n Instruction.codes are shown at the left un<ier",i"structlon sequences," 
the number of clock cycles at ihe right is n+4 for mUltiplication and n+12 ' 
for division. 

9, The code "516 66 6" represents'an incomplete operation since iUeoives the 
, "S508 in state, 1 rather than in state 0. S. or 10' 

Figure 1. 'S508 InstructIon Set (Pattial List) 

SUMMARY OF SIGNALS/PINS 

BrBo Bidirectional data bus inputs/outputs 

IZ-IO Instruction (sequential control) input 

A, B, C, D Intemal-state-counter outputs 

CK Clock pulse input 

00 Chip activation input 

OE Output enable input 

MR Master reset input 

OVR Arithmetic overflow output 

DONE Arithmetic-operation completion output 

Description (continued) 

The '8508 device uses standard low-power Schottky technology, 
requires a single +5V power supply, and is fully TIL compatible; 
Bus inputs require at most 250 p.A input current, and control and 
clock inputs require at most 1 mA input current. Bus outputs are 
three-state, and are capable of sinking 8 mA at the low logic 
level. The '8508 is available in both commerCial-temperature 
and military-temperature ranges, in a 600-mil 24-pin dual-in-line 
ceramic package, 

Device Operation 

The '8508 contains four 8-bit working registers. Y is the 
multiplier ,register; X is the multiplicand and divisor register; W is 
the least-significant half of a double-length accumulator, and 
holds the least-significant half of the product after a multipli
cation operation, or the remainder after a division operation; and 
Z is the most-significant half of this same accumulator, .In 
addition to these registers, there is a high-speed arithmetic unit 
which performs addition, subtraction, and shifting, steps in order 
to accOmplish the various arithmetic operations; a loading 
sequencer; and a PLAcontrOI network, ' , 

Operands are loaded into the wOrking registers in time sequence 
at each clock period, under the control of this sequencer. The 
cllip-;activation signal GO must be LOW in order to begin the 
loading process and continue to the next step in the loading 
operation. If GO is continually held HIGH, the 'S508 remains in 
a wait state with its outputs held in their high-impedance states, 
so that the other devices attached to the bus may drive it. In 
this condition; the 'S508does not respond to any codes on its 
instr(Jction inputs; in effect, it does not "wake up" until GO goes 
LOW: Also, GO may change only When the clock input CK ill 
HIGH. ;After allof the operands are loaded, the '8508 jumps to 
the multiply routine,' or to the divide routine, and performs the 
required operatiohsas indicated in Figure 1: After 5 clock 
periods for a simple multiplyor13 clock periods for a Simple 
divide, for example, the, device is ready to place the result on the 
bus in time sequence. , ' ' 
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x 

...... 
r-~ __ -.~~~X __ -"I~~-AX __ -1'~~~. __ ~x~~.~~~ __ ~x~~.~114 

KEY: 

... Loop 3 times for multiplication. 
•• Loop 6 times for fractional division, 

or 7 times 10r integer division. 

The numbers inside the circles indicate the state of the '5508 . 
multiplier/divider. These states are represented b)' a four-bit 
state counter, where A is the least-significant bit of this state 
counter and D is the most-significant bit. These four bits are 
available externally on the '5508. 

Tlie next state oUhe '5508 is a function of the present state and 
the instruction lines. For example if the '5508 is at state 0 and the' 
instruction is 0, 1, 2, or 3, then the next state is state 4 (multiply 
instruction); if the instruction is 4, the next state is state 5 (divide 
instruction); and so forth. The instructions which take the '5508 

INSTRUCTION 
STARTING STATE • NEXT STATE 

CODE 

0, 1, 2,3 0,8,10 4 
4 0, 8, 10 5 
5 0 1 

5,7. 8, 10 0 
6 0,8, 10 1 
7 0,8, 10 0 

from one state·to another are indicated by the numbers written 
next to the state-transition path lines. "0123," for instance, 
implies that any of instructions 0, 1, 2, or 3 will take the '5508 
along the path marked "0123." 

"X" next to a path implies that the path. will be followed 
regardless of the value .of the instruction inputs at that time. In 
other words, for the purpose of state transitions, X means "don't 
care." There are cases, however, where the particular instruction 
used may affect when the contents of the registers are available 
on the bus - see Figures . 9 and 10 for contrasting examples of 
how this effect operetes. 

Figure 2. Transition Diagram tor the 'Ssqa Multiplier/Divider 

Three instruction inputs 12, 11, iO' which may change only 
when the clock input CK is HIGH, select the required function 
and drive the sequencer from· state to state. Thus, th.e action of 
the multiplier/divider at anY clock period is a. function of the 
machine state and the state of the control inputs. Figure 2 shows 
the multiply/divide state table, and all possible operations. Atter 

. a Read or Round operation, the machine is driven back to state 
0, and a new sequence of .arithmetic operations is assumed. If a 
chain. operation is being performed, such as accumulation of· 
products, state 0 is bypassed, and loading .01 an operand or 
jumping to the next arithmetiC operation occurs at the end of the 

10·10 

previous arithmetiC operation - at state 8 for a multiplication 
instruction, or at state 10 for a di~ision instruction. .' 

Register X is a dual-rank register, which alloWs the loading of an 
operand X during the multiplication or diVision process. If the 
machine enters the loeding sequence and a new X operand has 
not been loaded, then ti:lemaCi:1ine proceeds with the previously
loaded X, denoted in this text as "X{"Thisloading-while
processing capability allows a cycle to be saved during 
"chained" calculations, and also allows multiplication anddlvi
sion by a constant. (See Figure 13). (continUed next page) 
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Figures 3 and 4 show the codes and durations for the 41 
different possible arithmetic operations. These operations can 
be concatenated in strings to perform complicated 2s-com-

plement arithmetic operations at high-speed. Rounding and 
reading' of results can be performed after any operation. 
Figure 5 is a biock diagram of the '8508 8x8 Multiplier/DiVider. 

(continued page after next) 

TIME-SLOT 

OPERATION 1 2 I 3 I 4 5 6 7 8 
INS CODE 0 

MULTIPLY X1 • Y 
BUS Y 

-X1 • Y 
INS CODE 

BUS 

1 

Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE ,2 
X1 ·Y+KZ. KW 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

Y 

-X1·Y+KZ·KW 
INS CODE 

BUS 

3 
Y 

MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 5/6 0 
MULTIPLY x·y 

BUS X Y 

INS CODE 5/6 1 
-X· Y 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

X Y 

INS CODE 5/6, 2 
X ·Y+KZ. KW 

BUS X Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 5/6 3 
-X·Y+KZ· Kw 

BUS X Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 5/6 6 0 
X· Y + Z 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

X Z Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 1 
-X· Y + Z 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

X Z Y 

X·Y+Kz ·2-8 
INS CODE 5/6 6 2 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

X - Y 

,-X· Y + Kz • 2-8 
INS CODE 5/6 6 3 

BUS X Y 
MULTIPLY -

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 0 
X· Y + Z. W 

BUS X 
MULTIPLY 

Z W Y 

INS COOE 5/6 6 6 1 
'-X· Y + Z. W 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

X Z W Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 2 
X • Y + Wsign 

BUS 
MULTIPLY 

X - W Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 3 
-X .y +,Wsign 

BUS X 
MULTIPLY - W Y 

NOTES: 1) Xl Is the previous contents of the first rank of the X register (either old X or a new X). 
2) KZ ' 2-8 is a Single-length signed number comprising the most .. ignlflcant half of the previous double-length product and here 

gets added in at the least-significant end of the new result. 

3) W sign is a Single-length signed number. with sign-extension as needed. 
4) Fractional or Integer arithmetic Is specified. by having the next-ta-Iast operand loaded using a 5 or 8 Instruction 

respsctively. All rows beginning with "518" In effect represent two instructions. 5 does fractional arithmetic and 8 does 
integer arithmetic. ' 

Figure 3. Multiplication Codes and Times for 8x8 MulUplicatlon in the 'S508 
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TIME-SLOT 

OPERATION 1 2 3 4 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 111 I 12 13 14 15 16 

KZ,Kw'X1 
INS CODE 4 

DIVIDE 1 
BUS -

INS CODE 5/6 4 
KW/X 

BUS X 
DIVIDE 1 -

INS CODE 516 5 
KZ/X DIVIDE 1 

BUS X -
INS CODE 5/6 6 4 

Z, W/X 
BUS Z 

DIVIDE 1 
X W 

INS CODE 5/6 6 5 
Z/X 

BUS Z 
DIVIDE 1 

X -
INS CODE 5/6 6 6 4 

W/X 
BUS 

DIVIDE 1 
X - W -

Wsign /X 
INS CODE 5/6 6 6 5 

BUS Q W 
DIVIDE 1 

X -

NOTES: I) XI Is the previous contents of the first rank of the X register (either old X or a new X). 
2) Fractional division divides a 16-blt 2s-complement number In I clock period leas than Integer division. 

3) W sign is a singl&-Iength signed number, with sign-extension as needed. 

4) Oivision operation Wsign/X requires that the Z register be initialized with all-zero contents at the time Z is loaded. 

5) Fractional or Integer arithmetic is specified by having the operand loaded using a 5 or 6 instruction respectively. All rows beginning with "5/6" In effect 

represent two instructions, one of which does fractional arithmetic and one of which does integer arithmetic. 

Figure 4. Division Codes and Time for 16/8 Division in '5508 

z W ALU 

CLOCK 

DoNE STAT.E TO OVERFLOW 
COUNTER SHIFT 

MUX 

Figure 5. Internal Architecture of the '5508 
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Multiplication 
The 'S508 provides 2s-complement 8-bit multiplication; and can 
also accumulate previously-generated double-length products. 
No time penalty is incurred for accumulation, since ,the 
macl1ine accumulates while the multiplication operation is 
proceeding. In addition to accumulation, the device can add 
into a product either a Single-length or a double-length number. 
It can also use a previously-loaded operand as a constant. so 
that constant multiplication and accumulation is possible. 

,One key feature is the ability to perform both positive multi
plications and negative multiplications, again without any speed 
penalty. This feature allows complex-arithmetic multiplications 
to be programmed with very lilll,e overhead. Another important 
feature is the ability to work with either fractions or integers. 

Division 
The .'$508 also provides a range of division operations. A 
double-length number in Z,Wis divided by X; the result Q is 
stored in Z, and the remainder R in W. Again all numbers are in 
the 2s-complement number representation, with. the most 
significant bit of an operand (whether single-length or double
length) having a negative weightln order to facilitate repeated 
,division, with themultiple-Iengthquotient always keeping the 
same sign, the remainder is always the same sign as the dividend. 
Fractional or integer operation' is pOSSible, and division and 
multiplication operations 'can be concatenated. For example, 
the operations (AxB)/C,.(A+ B)/C can easily be performed. The 
dividend can be any previously-generated result - product, 
quotient, or remainder; or it maybe a double-length or single
length signed operand. 

Readi~g Results 
The· result of an arithmetic operation, or of a string of 
operations, can be read onto the 8-bit bus ,if the machine is at ' 
the end of an operation or at the start of a new sequence. The 
read operation reqUires that the GO signal be held LOW so 
that the information is read out onto the bidirectional bus, when 
code 7 is specified. (See Figure 6.) Since there is a double
length accumulator Z,W;reading can take two cycles. First, 
register Z is read. After another clock has been received; if code 
7 is stitl present, the least-significant half of the product from 
the W register is placed on the bus, or likewise the remainder if 
a division operation had been performed. 

If the 'S508 is instructed to perform a read operation during the 
loading sequence. then the sequence is broken and the 
machine is forced back to state ° ready to start the sequence 
again. Continual read operations at state ° just swap' the 
contents of. register Z and W. 

The '~ has ,a 'direct master. reset input MR. Alternatively. 
initialization of the '5508 can also easily be perfOrmed by 
continually presenting instruction code 7; which after a maxi
mum of 13 cloCk periods force$ the machine ba,ck, to stat~ 0. 

Integer and Fractional Arithmetic 
The '5508 can work with either fractional or integer nUmber 
representations. When working with integers. all numbers are 
scaled from the least-significant end and the least-significant bit 
is assumed to have a weight of 20. For integer multiplication. 
accumulation. and division., all numbers are scaled from this 
least-significant weight. and results are correct if interpreted in 
this manner. The double-length rei1Jster Z.W can therefore hold 
numbers in the range _215 to +2 '-1; the operands X and V: 
and single-length results. are in the range _27 to +27 -1. 

When working with fractions. the machine automatically per
forms scaling so that input operands and results have a con
sistent format. All numbers in the fractional representation are 
scaled from the most significant end. which has a weight of ~~ 
(negative) .• The binary pOint is one place to the right of this most
significant bit. so that the next bit has a weight of 2 -1. The, 
double-length register Z.W therefore holds numbers in the range 
-1 to +1_2-15 and the operands X and V and single-length 
results are in the range -1 to +1-27. Since automatic scaling 
occurs. the product of two numbers always has the least
significant bit as a 0. unless an accumUlation is performed with 
the least-significant bit being a 1. 

During a chain operation with the partial results not being read 
onto the bus. the 'S508 will stay in either the fractional or integer 
mode. At the start of a sequence of operations. fractional or 
integer operation is deSignated by loading operands using 
instruction code 5 or instruction code 6 respectively. 

Mixed fractional and integer arithmetic is also possible, by 
redefining the weight of the least-significant or most-significant 
bits. HoweVer. care must be exercised. due to the automatic 
scaling feature. when fractional arithmetic is programmed. 

Rounding 
Rounding can be performed on the result of a multiplication or 
division. Generally rounding would only be called out during 
fractional operation, but nothing in the'S508 precludes forming 
a rounded result during integer arithmetic. 

Rounding for multiplication provides, the best Single-length 
mdst-significant half of the product. Rounding occurs at the end 
of a multiplication. and is performed instead of a Load or Read 
operation when a code 5 is specified. instead of a code 7. to 
get from state 8 or state 10 back to state O. (See Figure 2; also. 
note that this mode of operation prech.jdes "stealing" a cycle 
according to the method illustrated in Figure 9.),The 'S508looks 
at the most-significant bit of the least-significant half of the 
product W7• and adds 1 to the most-significant half of the 
product at the least-significant end ,if W7 is" a 1. After the 
operation. the '8508 is in state 0. so that the rounded product 
can be read, and the W register ,is clear. 

Rounding for division is performed by' forcing the least
significant ,bit of the quotient in Z to a,1 IJnless the division is 
exact (remainder is ,zero). Thism~thodof rounding causes a 
slightly higher variance inthei-esul! than having an additional 
iterative diviSion operation. but, is consideral;lly easier tei 
perform. Again. after rounding the' '5508 goeS to state 0. so 
that a, read "operation can be performed. and the W register 
isc~~ " ' 
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Overflow 
The '$508 has an overflow output OVR which is cleared prior to 
each operation, and is set during an operation if the product or 
quotient goes outside the normally-accepted range. 

For multiplication, overflow can only occur if the most negative 
number in the operand range is used: (-1)xH);'+1, which 
cannot be held in the '8508's internal registers. Overflow can 
more easily occur during either positive or negative accumula
tion of products. For fractional arithmetic, if the product or 
accumulation goes outside the range of -1 to ~1_2-15, then the 
overflow flipflop will besel. 

Overflow may also occur during division if the quotient goes 
outside the generally-accepted nUmber range of -110,+1-2-7 
during fractional operation. This would occur if the 'divisor is 
less than the dividend, or equal to the dividend 'if a positive 
quotient is being generated. For integer arithmetic the numbers 
must be scaled by 27. ' 

8-BIT 
MICROPROCESSOR 

MEMORY 

8-BIT DATA BUS 

THREE-STATE
ENABLE 

BUS 

Figure 6. 'S508 Internal Circuitry of "GO" Line and Three-
State-Enable ' 

During the states 0, 1, 2, 3, a, 10 and 11 if the "GO"line (GO) is 
held at logic HIGH then the machine will be in a wait state until 
GO goes to logic LOW. 

SINE LOOKUP TABLE 
6086 (OPTIONAL) 

(2 LSBs OF ADDRESS 
AND OF RESULT ARE 

NOT USED) 

SN54/74S508 
8-BIT 

MULTIPLIER/DIVIDIER 

CK 

OVERFLOW-

Figure 7. Interfacing the 'S508 to an Sob" MicroPl'OCltSsor 

Figure 7 shows the block diagram of a minimum 8-bit micrp
processor system with its arithmetic capabilities enhanced by the 
use of a '8508 axa multiplier/divider. The relatively small number' 
of instruction lines (only 3) of the '8508 provides a unique way 
to control the multiplier/divider. As may be, seen from Figure 7; 
these three instruction lines are assigned to the three least-' 
significant bits (L8Bs) of the address bus, while the remaining 
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address bits are decoded by a Programmable Array Logic (PAL®) 
circuit to determine when the multiplier/divider is selected. For 
example, suppose the '8508 is assigned address 100; then any 
address in the range ,of 1oo~107 will enable the 'S5da (i.e., 
the GO line is LOW). Thus, if the address is 100 the '8508 
instruction is 0; if the address is 106 the 'S508instruction is 
6; arid so forth. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage vee ............................................................................................. 7.0 V 
Input voltage ....................................................•.............................................. 7.0 V 
Off-state output voltage .......................................................................................... 5.5 V 
Storage temperature ................................................................................... -65° to +1500 e 

Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Vee Supply voltage 

TA Operating free-air temperature 

fMAX elock frequency 

tewp Positive clock pulse width 

tewN Negative clock pulse width 

tBS Bus setup. time for inputting data * 

tBH Bus hold time for inputting data * 

tlNSS Instruction, GO setu p ti me 

tlNSH Instruction, GO hold time 
* DUring operations when the bus IS being used to Input data. 
tease temperature. 

FIGURE 
MILITARY 

MIN TYP MAX 

4.5 5 5.5 

-55 125t 

8 5 

8 90 

8 60 

8 60 

8 45 

8 10 

8 20 

Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vie Input clamp voltage Vee = MIN II = -18mA 

III low-level input current Vee = MAX VI = 0.5V 
I BrBo 
I All other inputs 

IIH High-level input current Vee = MAX VI = 2.4V 

II Maximum input current Vee - MAX VI = 5.5V 

VOL low-level output voltage Vee = MIN 10l = 8mA 

VOH High-level output voltage Vee - MIN 10H - -2mA 

lOS Output short-circuit current * Vee = MAX Vo = OV 

I SN54S508 
ICC Supply current Vee = MAX I SN74S508 

COMMERCIAL 
UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX 

4.75 5 5.25 V 

0 75 °e 

6 MHz 

70 ns 

50 ns 

50 ns 

35 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns 

MIN TYP MAX UNIT 

0.8 V 

2 V 

-1.5 V 

-250 I'A 
-1 mA 

250 I'A 
1 mA 

0.3 0.5 V 

2.4 V 

-10 -90 mA 

300 400 

300 380 
mA 

* Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short-circuit should not exceed one second. 

Switching Characteristics 
Over Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

tBO Bus output delay for outputting data* 

Output disable delay 
From 12-10 to bus 

tpxz 
From OE, GOto bus 

Output enable delay 
From 12-10 to bus 

tpzx 
From OE, GO to bus 

tOVR Overflow output delay from eK 

tDN DONE output delay 

* During operations when the bus is being used to output data. 

FIGURE 

8 

8 

8 

Monolithic m Wlenrorles 

MILITARY COMMERCIAL 
UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX 

70 120 70 95 ns 

40 70 40 65 

20 50 20 40 
ns 

45 90 45 80 

25 55 25 45 
ns 

70 120 70 95 ns 

30 90 30 70 ns 
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AC Test Conditions Test Waveforms 
Inputs a VLOW, 3 VHIGH. Rise and fall time 1-3 ns from 1 V to 
2 V. Measurements are made from 1.5 VIN to 1.5 VOUT, except 
that tpxz is measured by a delta in the outputs of 0.5 V from 
VOL or VOH respectively. 

Timing 
Timing waveforms are shown in Figure 8. Specific instruction 
timing examples are shown in Figures 9 through 13. 

Test Load 

TEST 
POINT* 

RL 
5600 

TEST 

AIIIPD 

IpXZ 

IpZX 

V • x 

S.OV 

O.OV 5.0V 

IPZH IPZL 

O.OV 5.0V 

OUTPUT WAVEFORM - MEAS. LEVEL 

voH------~ r-----

VOL------~~~1-.5-V----
VOH ----~-'-"'--. 2.SV 

O.5V 

O.5V 
VOL -- O.OV 

2.SV~VOH 
1.5V 

O.OV VOL 

~ IN916 OR IN3064 * At diode: see "Test Load" figure at left. 

-=- -=- V.(see lable above) 

* The "TEST POINT" is driven by the output under test, 
and observed by instrumentation. 

CLOCK (CK) 
(S MHz IS SHOWN) 

GO, 12-10 
(SEE NOTE) 

BUS 
(USED AS INPUT) 

OVERFLOW 

ICWp-

...J 

" -IINSS-

1\ 

l-lcWN-
If 

1 

f-:~~~ ~~ ~~A~~!_ -IINSH 

\~DATA INPUT ~I/ 
11\ 11\ 

I+-tas---f-.'BH-

-- tON 
IOVR 

I 

\1 -1\ 

BUS [xxxxmxxm m I DATA, OUTPUT \mmxxm 
(USED AS OUTPUT) IX IX IX' 

\ ISVALID 
-.J lun: IUl 

[XIn IX: II. IX 1 (X IU 

.. leo 

NOTE: GO and 12 -10 can change only when CK is high. 

Figure 8. Timing Diagram of the '5508 
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CK - LJ rL rL ru 1.J rL L U n-L n-n-L rL -, -

- V 
STATE - )(0 y;-i)(4 ')(12 y;- !XO - - - -
INSTRUCTION 'X6 yo -X ANY CODE # X7 - - ~ 

BUS ~ ~ ~T""'x'"TY zy ~ ~ ~ r-Xx Y Z W - r-- -,--r-- -- ~ 

TIME-SLOT , 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

L --1 
OVERFLOW 

r- -, 
,--, 

NOTES: Register Z is read at the same time that the "~" signal is set. If the instruction remains at code 7 after time-stot 7, the 
contents of registers Z and Ware swapped each cycle. 

# "Any code" means code Othrough 7. However code 6 wilt load a new value of X, and code 7 will cause the '8508 to attempt to drive the dat? bus. 

Figure 9, Instruction Timing Example No.1: Load X, Load Y, Multiply, Read W _ By Presenling Code70n the Instruc
tion Lines During the Last Multiply Cycle (Slate 8), the Results MayBe Read Dilring Time Siois 6 and 7 

CK - rL L n-rL n-IU nJ 

- V 
STATE - :XO 'F Y4 D(,2 - - -
INSTRUCTION - - X k-~ ANY CODE# 

BUS ex ~ :!..J 

TIME-SLOT , 2 3 4 5 

OVERFLOW 

NOTES: The instruction lines may be changed only whenCK is high. 

#"Any code" means code 0 through code-? 

IL n-L ru n-L L n 

IXs Xo IX' -
X7 Xs IXo -
,.!ll!~ ,.2l:!!... ~.IN 

Z X W X x XY -r---.... I-"' 
6 7 8 , 2 

L W 
i 1--, 

I 
.. 

Code 6niay, be used here since a new X explicitly gets loaded forthe next multiply operation. However, cOde 7wilfcause'the '8508 to attempt 
to drive the data bus. 

Figure 10_ Jns.truction Timing Example No.2: Repeat: "Load X, LoedY, Multiply, Read Z, Read W' 

MonoIIthIo W·MemorIes 10-17 
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CK 

STATE 

INSTRUCTIO 

BUS 

TIME-SLOT 

OVERFLOW 

NOTE: 

5N54/745508 

CK 

STATE 

INSTRUCTION 
--+---~~-4'~~'~~--+---~'-4---+--~--+-

BUS 

TIME-SLOT 

OVERFLOW 

NOTE: If code 7 is given (instead of code 0 through 6), the first data that is read from the bus after the 
DONE signal is set (time-slot 7) is Wand not Z. However, Z is read at time-slqt 8. 
#"Any code" means code 0 through code 7. 

Figure 11. Instruction Timing Example No_ 3: Load X. Load Y. Multiply. Read Z. Read W. 
This timing diagram corresponds to Table 1_ Only after the DONE signal is set 
(after four clock pulses of the operation cycles). the result is read - Z during 
time-slot 7. and W during time-slot 8 

--rL LrL -UrurL L LN1 .. JLJrLrL L.. 
" 

I 1\ 
- rv " 

- 0<0 )0 y;-1)(.2 Xa .- XO - - .-
Y:6 

,..-
X N ~ ANY CODE # " X7 - - lCC" 

'lr-x ~ G iY;-Y 
t--' --- I" 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

r I--I I" 

,.- -- R~- -- -- ~ .. 
I 

I" 
I 

"Any code" means code 0 through code 7. Code 6 or code 7 may be used here. Since GO is HIGH, no new X can be loaded and the '5506 can 

not attempt to drive the bus. 

Figure 12 .. Instruction Timing Example No.4: Load X. Load Y. Multiply. Wait. Read Z. Read W 
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CK - L L rL L rL ru rL rL L L rL ru ru rL -

- V 
STATE - :XO "Ii""" y;-1'Xt2 IXB 'i4 ')(12 xc. x:.-- - .- - - -
INSTRUCTION y;-~ )( "i6 F IX -- --- -ANYC DE # ANY CODE# - - - -- -- -
BUS ex ~ ~rYh r-- -- -

.!....., X Y 
'---,.--~ -- -

TIME-SLOT 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

L W 
OVERFLOW 

,-r-, 
~.-I-~ 

NOTES: This sequence of operations is suitable for use when reading is to be done only at the very end of the operation sequence. The new X 

value is loaded during the time that the previous multiplication is being perlormed. See Programming Example #3 for N 

~Xi'Yi 
i = 1 

#"Any code" means code 0 through code 7. 
tCode ,6 allows loading of a new X value in state 12 and it takes the '8508 to state 8. In state 8, Y is loaded via instruction 2 and the 

multiply-accumulate operation is initiated. 

Figure 13. Instruction Timing Example No.5: Sum of Products 
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Programming Examples 
In the following examples assume that each line with a separate 
instruction corresponds to one clock pulse. Instruction codes 
are O. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7 and x according to the usage explained 
in the key to Figure 2. 

Programming Example 1 
Calculating X' Y (A' B) 

INST 6 X - A 
INST 0 Y - B 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST 7 MULT and READ 2 = 8 MSB OF (A'B) 
INST 7 READ W = 8 LSB OF (A'B) 

Programming Example 2 
Calculating XI • Y (A • C) 

INST 0 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST 7 
INST 7 

XI is a previous multiplier value. It was previously 
loaded (in example 1) with A. 

Y-C 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT and READ 2 = 8 MSB OF (A'C) 
READ W=aLSB OF (A'C) 

Programming Example 3 
N 

Calculating ZXi'Yi (A·B + C'D + E·F + ,,;) 
i = I 

In this case we read only after N multiplications. A new Xi + I 
is loaded during the multiplication process for Xi Yi' 
Assume N = 3. 
The sequence of instructions and operations for calculating 

3 

N = I 

N=2 

N=3 

READ 2 

READ W 

ZXi 'Yi is: (A'B + C'D + E'F) 

i = I 

{ 

INST 6 X - A 
INST 0 Y - B 
INST X MULT} 
INST X MUL T Perform A • B 
INST X MULT 
INST 6 MUL T and LOAD X - C 

2 -8MSBof (A'B) 
W -8 LSB of (A'B) 

INST 2 Y - D 
INST X MULT} 
INST X MUL T Perform C' D + (Kz. Kw) 
INST X MULT 
INST 6 MUL T and LOAD X - E 

2 -8 MSB of (C·D + A'B) 
W-aLSB of (C'D+A'B) 

INST 2 Y - F 
INST X MULT} 
INST X MULT Perform E· F + (K z• Kw) 
INST X MULT 
INST 7 MUL T and 

READ 2 = a MSB of (E'F +C·D + A'B) 
INST 7 READ W = a LSB of (E'F + C'D + A'B) 

Programming Example 4 
Multiplication plus a constant (A' B + Constant (16 bits)) 

Assume that the constant is a 16-bit 2s-complement 
number. 

INST 6 
INST 6 
INST 6 
INST 0 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST 7 
INST 7 

X-A 
2 - C LOAD a MSB of constant 
W - D LOAD a LSB of constant 
Y-B 

MULT} 
MUL T Perform A' B + (2. W) 
MULT 
MULTand READ 2 = 8 MSB of (A'B + (C. D)) 
READ W = a LSB of (A·B + C. D) 

Programming Example 5 
Dividing a 16-bit number by an a-bit number «B. C)lA) 

INST 6 
INST 6 
INST 4 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X' 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST 7 

INST 7 

X -A 
2 -B 
W-C 

Perform Division (2. W) 
-X-

(B. C) 
DIVIDE and READ the quotient Z = -A-

(B. C) 
READ the remainder W of -A-

10·20 I/IIoIJOIIthIo W lIIIemories 
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16x16 Multiplier/Divider 
SN74S516 

Features/Benefits Ordering Information 
• Co-processor for enhancing the arithmetic speed of all 

present 16-blt and &-bIt microprocessors 

• Bus-oriented organization 

• 24-pin package 

• 16/16 or 32/16 division In less than 3.5 ILIac 

• 16x16 muHlllllcatlon In less than 1.5 !LI8C 

• 28. differen! multiplication ,Instructions such as "fractional 
multiply and accumulate" 

• 13 different divide Instructions 

• Self-contaIned and mlcroprogrammable 

Description 
The SN74S516 (,8516) is a bus-organized 16x16 Multiplierl 
Divider, The device provides both multiplication and division of 
2s-complement 16-bit numbers at high speed. There are 28 
different multiply options, including: positive and negative 
multiply, positive and negative accumulation, multiplication by a 
constant, and. both Single-length andgouble-Iength addition in 
conjunction with multiplication, 13 different divide options allow 
single-length or double-length division, division of a previously
generated result, division bya constant, and continued division 
of a remainder or quotient. 

PART NUMBER PACKAGE 

SN74S516 24T 

LogiC Symbol 

INSTRUCTION " 3 

GO SN74S516 

CLOCK' 

The 'S516is alime-sequenced device requiring a single clock. It 
loadS'. operands from, and presents results to, a bidirectional 
16-bit bus. Loading of the operands, reading of the results, and 
sequential control of the device is performed by a 3-bit 
instruction field. 

Pin Configuration 

The 'S516 has the additional feature that operands and results 
can be either integers or fractions; when it deals with fractions, 
automatic scaling occurs. Results can be rounded if required, 
and an Overflow output indicates whenever a: 'result is outside 
the normally-accepted number range. 

For. a simple multiplication of two operands the device takes 
nine clock periods ..,.. one for initialization, and eight for the 
actual multiplication. A realistic clock period is 167 ns, which 
gives a multiplication time ,of 1333 ns typical for 16x16 multipli
cation, plus 167 ns additionally for initialization, or 1500 ns in 
all. More complex multiplications will take additional clock 
periods for loading the additional operands. A simple division 
operation requires 16 + 4 : 20 clock periods for a typical time of 
3.333 ns (32 bits/16 bits), also plus 167ns for initialization, or 
3500 ns in all. 

SKINNYDIP" is a registered trademark of Monolithic Memories. 

TWX: 910-338-2376 
. 2175 Mission College Blvd. Santa Clara. CA 95054-1592 Tel: (408) 970-970,0 TWX: 910-338c2374 

SN74S516 

TEMPERATURE 

Commercial 

~ATABUS 

~ 16 v 

OVERFLOW 
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INSTRUCTION 
OPERATION 

CLOCK 
SEQUENCE CYCLES 

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS 

0 X1 . Y 9 

1 -X1 • Y 9 

2 X1 . Y + Kz' Kw 9 

3 -X1 . Y + Kz' Kw 9 

4 Kz' Kw/X1 21 

5/6 0 X·Y 10 

5/6 1 -X, Y 10 

5/6 2 X . Y + Kz' Kw 10 

5/6 3 -X, Y + Kz' KW 10 

5/6 4 Kw/X 22 

5/6 5 Kz/X 22 

5/6 6 0 X . Y + Z 11 

5/6 6 1 -X, Y + Z 11 

5/6 6 2 X'Y+KZ '2-16 11 

5/6 6 3 -X.Y+Kz ·2-16 11 

5/6 6 4 Z, W/X 23 

5/6 6 5 Z/X 23 

5/6 6 6 0 X'Y+Z,W 12 

5/6 6 6 1 -X, Y + Z, W 12 

5/6 6 6 2 X·Y +Wsign 12 

5/6 6 6 3 -X·y + Wsign 12 

5/6 6 6 4 W/X 24 

5/6 6 6 5 Wsign/X 24 

5/6 6 6 6 (See Note 9 below.) -

5/6 6 6 7 Load X, Load Z, Load W, Clear Z 4 

5/6 6 7 Load X, Load Z, Read Z 3 

READING OPERATIONS 

7 Read Z 1 

7 7 Read Z, W 2 

7 7 7 Read Z, W, Z 3 

7 7 7 7 Read Z, W, Z, W 4 

5 7 Round, then Read Z 2 

5 7 7 Round, then Read Z, W 3 

NOTES: 
1. X,V are input multiplier and multiplicand. 

2. X1 is the previous contents of the first rank afthe X register (either the old X 
or a new X). 

3. Fractional or integer arithmetic is specified by having the next-to-the-Iast 
operand loaded using a 5 or 6 instruction respectively. All rows beginning 
with "5/6" in effect represent two instructions. 5 does fractional arithmetic 
and 6 does integer arithmetic. 

4. Z, W is a double-precision number. Z is the most significant half.Z, W 
represents addend 'upon input, and product (or accumulated sum) after 
multiplication. 

5. Kz . Kw represents previous accumulator contents. Kz is the most-signifi-
cant half. 

6. Wsign is a single-length signed number, with sign extension. 

7. Maximum clock cycle = 167 ns for an 6-MHz clock. 
8. If n instruction codes are shown at the left under "instruction sequences," 

the number of clock cycles at the right is n+8 for multiplication and n+20 
for division. 

9. The code "5/6 6 6 6" represents an incomplete operation since it leaves 
the '8516 in state 1 rather than in state 0, 8, or 10. 

Figure 1. 'S516 Instruction Set (Partial List) 

SUMMARY OF SIGNALS/PINS 

B15-BO Bidirectional data bus inputs/outputs 

12-10 Instruction (sequential control) input 

CK Clock pulse input 

GO Chip activation input 

OVR Arithmetic overflow output 

Description (continued) 

The 'S516 device uses standard low-power Schottky technology, 
requires a single +5V power supply, and is fully TTL compatible. 
Bus inputs require at most 250!J.A input current, and control and 
clock inputs require at most 1 mA input current. Bus outputs are 
three-state, and are capable of sinking 8 mA at the low logic 
level. The 'S516 is available in both commercial-temperature 
and military-temperature ranges, in a 600-mil 24-pin dual-in-line 
ceramic package. 

Device Operation 

The 'S516 contains four 16-bit working registers. Y is the 
multiplier register; X is the multiplicand and divisor register; W is 
the least-significant half of a double-length accumulator, and 
holds the least-significant half of the product after a multipli
cation operation, or the remainder after a division operation; and 
Z is the most-significant half of this same accumulator. In 
addition to these registers, there is a high-speed arithmetic unit 
which performs addition, subtraction, and shifting steps in order 
to accomplish the various arithmetic operations; a loading 
sequencer; and a PLA control network. 

Operands are loaded into the working registers in time sequence 
at each clock period, under the control of this sequencer. The 
chip-activation signal GO must be LOW in order to begin the 
loading process and continue to.the next step in the loading 
operation, If GO is continually held HIGH, the 'S516 remains in 
a wait state with its outputs held in their high-impedance states, 
so that the other devices attached to the bus may drive it. In 
this condition, the 'S516 does not respond to any codes on its 
instruction inputs; in effect, it does not "wake up" until GO goes 
LOW. Also, GO may change only when the clock input CK is 
HIGH. After all of the operands are loaded, the '5516 jumps to 
the multiply routine, or to the divide routine, and performs the 
required operations as indicated in Figure 1. After 9 clock 
periods for a simple multiply or 21 clock periods for a simple 
divide, for example, the result is placed on the bus in 
time sequence. 
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KEY: 

* Loop 7 times for multiplication. 
**Loop 14 times for fractional division, 

or 15 times for integer division. 

The numbers inside the circles indicate the state of the '8516 
multiplier/divider. These states are represented by a fouri-bit 
state counter, where A is the least-significant bit of this state 
counter and D is the most-significant bit. (These four bits are 
not available externally on the '8516.) 

The next state of the '8516 is a function of the present state and 
the instruction lines. For example if the '8516 is at state ° and the 
instruction is 0, 1, 2, or 3, then the next state is state 4 (multiply 
instruction); if the instruction is 4, the next state is state 5 (divide 
instruction); and so forth. The instructions which take the '8516 

INSTRUCTION STARTING STATE NEXT STATE 
CODE 

0, 1, 2, 3 0, 8, 10 4 
4 0, 8, 10 5 
5 ° 1 

5, 7 8, 10 ° 6 0, 8, 10 1 
7 0, 8, 10 ° 

from one state to another are indicated by the numbers written 
next to the state-transition path lines. "0123," for instance, 
implies that any of instructions 0, 1, 2, or 3 will take the '8516 
along the path marked "012.3." 

"X" next to a path implies that the path will be followed 
regardless of the value of the instruction inputs at that time. In 
other words, for the purpose of state transitions, X means "don't 
care." There are cases, however, where the particular instruction 
used may.affect when the contents of the registers are available 
on the bus - see Figures 9 and 10 for contrasting examples of 
how this effect operates. 

Figure 2. Transition Diagram for the 'S516 Multiplier/Divider 

Three instruction inputs 12, 11, 10, which may change only 
when the clock input CK is HIGH, select the required function 
and drive the sequencer from state to state. Thus, the action of 
the multiplier/divider at any clock period is a function of the 
machine state and the state of the control inputs. Figure 2 shows 
the multiply/divide state table, and all possible operations. After 
a Read or Round operation, the machine is driven back to state 
0, and a new sequence of arithmetic operations is assumed. If a 
chain operation is being performed, such as accumulation of 
products, state ° is bypassed, and loading of an operand or 
jumping to the next arithmetic operation occurs at the end of the 

previous arithmetic operation - at state 8 for a multiplication 
instruction, or at state 10 for a division instruction. 

Register X isa dual-rank register, which allows the loading of an 
operand X during the multiplication or division process. If the 
machine enters the loading sequence and a new X operand has 
not been loaded, then the machine proceeds with the previously
loaded X, denoted in this text as "X1." This loading-while
processing capability allows a cycle to be saved during 
"chained" calculations, and also allows multiplication and divi
sion by a constant. (See Figure 13). (continued next page) 
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Figures 3 and 4 show the codes and durations for the 41 
different possible arithmetic operations. These operations can 
be concatenated in strings to perform complicated 2s-com-

plement arithmetic operations at high-speed. Rounding and 
reading of results can be performed after any operation. 
Figure 5 is a block diagram of the 'S51616x16 Multiplier/Divider. 
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(continued page after next) 

TIME.SLOT 

OPERATION 1 213 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 181 9 10 111 1 12 
INS CODE 0 

X1 • Y 
Y 

MULTIPLY 
BUS 

INS CODE 1 
-X1 • Y 

BUS Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 2 
X1 'Y+KZ' KW MULTIPLY 

BUS Y 

INS CODE 
-X1·Y+KZ, KW 

BUS 

3 

Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 5/6 0 
X·y 

X 
MULTIPLY 

BUS Y 

INS.COOE 5/6 1 
-X, Y 

X 
MULTIPLY 

BUS Y 

INS CODE 5/6 2 
X·y + KZ' KW MULTIPLY 

BUS X Y 

INS CODE 5/6 3 
-X'Y+KZ,KW MULTIPLY 

BUS X Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 0 
X'Y+Z MULTIPLY 

BUS X Z Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 1 
-X, Y + Z 

BUS X Z Y 
MULTIPLY 

X'Y+KZ'2-16 
INS CODE 5/6 6 2 

MULTIPLY 
BUS X - Y 

-X.Y+KZ·;r16 
INS CODE 5/6 6 3 

MULTIPLY 
BUS X - Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 0 
X • Y + Z, W 

BUS X Z W 
MULTIPLY 

Y 

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 1 
-X, Y + Z, W 

BUS X Z W Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 2 
X 'Y+ Wsign 

BUS .. X ..,.,. W Y 
MULTIPLY 

INS CODE 5/6 6 6 3 
-X • Y + V\lsign 

BUS X w· Y 
MULTIPLY -

NOTES: 1) X1' is the previous cQntents of the first rank of the X register (either old X or a ~ew X). 

2) KZ • .2-16 is a single-tength signed number comprising the most .. ignificant half of the previous double-length product and .. 

here gets added)n at the least .. ignificant end of the new result. 
3) W sign is.8 s.fngle:-Iehgth signed nu~~e:r. _wi,th si.gn-extension as needed. 
4) F'ractional' or integer a'rithmetic is speciffed by having tt'!e next~to-the-Iast operand ,loaded using a 5 .~~ 6 instruction 

re'spectiveIY· AH rows beginning with', "5/S" iii effect represent two instructions. 5 does 'fractional arithm-et'lc and 6 does 
inte:ger ,arithmetic. 

Figure 3. Multiplication CodeS and Times.for 161116 Multiplication In the '55.16 
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TIME-SLOT 

OPERATION 1 ,2 3 4 5 16 I 7 I 8 I 9110 [11112113114115116117118119120 21 2212324 
INS CODE 4 

1 KZ' KWIX1 DIVIDE 
BUS -

INS CODE 516 4 
KW/X DIVIDE 1 

BUS X -
" INS CODE 516 5 

KZ/X DIVIDE 1 
BUS X -

INS CODE 516 6 4 
Z, W/X DIVIDE 1 

BUS X Z W 

INS CODE 5/6 6 5 
ZlX DIVIDE 1 

BUS X Z -

WIX 
,INS CODE 5/6 6 6 4 

DIVIDE 1 
BUS X - W -

Wsign/X 
INS CODE 5/6 6 6 5 1 DIVIDE 

BUS X 0 W - '. 

NOTES: 1) X1i. Ihe previous conlenls of Ihe flrsl rank oflh;X reglsler (ellher old X or a new X), 
2) Fractional division divides a 32-bil 2s-coinplemenl number In 1 clock period less than Integer division, 

3) Wsign is a single-length signed number, with sign-extensiC?" as needed. 

4) Di,vision. operation Wsign/X requires that the Z register be initialized with aJI-zero contents at. the time Z is "loaded. 

5) Fra.ctiDn·~1 or integer arithmetic is specified by ha.vjng the next-to-the-Iast operand loat;ted using a 5 or 6 instruction respectively. All rows 
beginning with "5/6" in effect represent two inst~uctions, one of which does Jractional arithmetic and one of wh1ch does integer arithmetic. 

Figure 4. Division Codes and Times for 32116 Division In 'SS16 

z W ALU 

CLOCK 

TO OVERFLOW 
SHIFT 
MUX 

FilJure 5. Internal Architecture of the '8516 
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Initialization 
The '8516 has no direct master reset input. However, initialization 
of the '8516 Can easily be performed by continually presenting 
instruction code 7, which after a maximum of 21 clock periods 
forces the machine back to state 0. 

Multiplication 
The '8516 provides 2s-complement 16-bit multiplication, and can 
also accumulate previously-generated double-length products. 
No time penalty is incurred for accumulation, since the 
machine accumulates while the multiplication operation is 
proceeding. In addition to accumUlation, the device can add 
into a product either a single-length or a double-length number. 
It can also use a previously-loaded operand as a constant, so 
that constant multiplication and accumulation is possible. 

One key feature is the ability to perform both positive multi
plications and negative multiplications, again without any speed 
penalty. This feature allows complex-arithmetic multiplications 
to be programmed with very little overhead. Another important 
feature is the ability to work with either fractions or integers. 

Division 
The '8516 also provides a range of division operations. A 
double-length number in Z,w is divided by X; the result Q is 
stored in Z. and the remainder R in W. Again all numbers are in 
the 2s-complement number representation, with the most 
significant bit of an operand (whether single-length or double
length) having a negative weight. In order to facilitate repeated 
division, with the multiple-length quotient always keeping the 
same sign, the remainder is always the same sign as the dividend. 
Fractional or integer operation is possible, and division and 
multiplication operations can be concatenated. For example, 
the operations (AxB)/C,(A + B)/C can easily be performed. The 
dividend can be any previously-generated result - product, 
quotient, or remainder; or it may be a double-length or single
length signed operand. 

Reading Results 
The result of an arithmetic operation, orof a string of operations, 
can be read onto the 16-bit bus if the machine is at the end of an 
operation or at the start of a new sequence. The read operation 
requires that the GO signal be held LOW so that the information 
is readout onto the bidirectional bus, when code 7 is specified. 
(See Figure 6.) 8ince there is a double-length accumulator Z, W, 
reading can take two cycles. First, register Z is read. After 
another clock has been received, if code 7 is still present, the 
least-significant half of the product from the W register is placed 
on the bus, or likewise the remainder if a division operation had 
been performed. 

If the '8.516 is instructed to perform a read operation during the 
loading sequence, then the sequence is broken and the machine 
is forced back to state ° ready to start the sequence again. 
Control read operations at state ° just swap the contents of 
registerZ and W. 

Integer and Fractional Arithmetic 
The '8516 can work with either fractional or integer number 
representations. When working with integers, all numbers are 
scaled from the least-Significant end, and the least-significant bit 

is assumed to have a weight of 20. For integer multiplication, 
accumulation, and diviSion, all numbers are scaled from this 
leastcsignificant weight, and results are correct if interpreted in 
this manner. The double-length register Z,W can therefore hold 
numbers in the range _231 to +231 -1; the operands X and Y, 
and single-length results, are in the range _215 to +215 -1. 

When working with fractions, the machine automatically per
forms scaling so that input operands and results have a con
sistent format. All numbers in the fractional representation are 
scaled from the most significant end, which has a weight of -20 
(negative). The binary point is one place to the right of this most
significant bit, so that the next bit has a weight of 2-1. The 
double-length register Z,W therefore holds numbers in the range 
-1 to +1_2-31 and the operands X and Y and single-length 
results are in the range -1 to +1_215. 8ince automatic scaling 
occurs. the product of two numbers always has the least
significant bit as a 0, unless an accumUlation is performed with 
the least-Significant bit being a 1. 

During a chain operation with the partial results not being read 
onto the bus, the '8516 will stay in either the fractional or integer 
mode. At the start of a sequence of operations, fractional or 
integer operation is designated by loading operands using 
instruction code 5 or instruction code 6 respectively. 

Mixed fractional and integer arithmetic is also possible, by 
redefining the weight of the least-significant or most-significant 
bits. However, care must be exercised, due to the automatic 
scaling feature, when fractional arithmetiC is programmed. 

Rounding 
Rounding can be performed on the result of a multiplication or 
division. Generally rounding would only be called out during 
fractional operation, but nothing in the '8516 precludes forming 
a rounded result during integer arithmetic. 

Rounding for multiplication provides the best single-length 
most-Significant half of the product. Rounding occurs at the end 
of a multiplication, and is performed instead of a Load or Read 
operation when a code 5 is specified, instead of a code 7, to 
get from state 8 or state 10 back to state 0. (See Figure 2; also, 
note that this mode of operation precludes "stealing" a cycle 
according to the method illustrated in Figure 9.) The '8516 looks 
at the most-significant bit of the least-significant half of the 
product W15' and adds 1 to the most-significant half of the 
product at the least-significant end if W 15 is a 1. After the oper
ation, the '8516 is in state 0, so that the rounded product can 
be read, and the W register is cleared. 

Rounding for division is performed by forcing the least
significant bit of the quotient in Z to a 1 unless the division is 
exact (remainder is zero). This method of rounding causes a 
slightly higher variance in the result than having an additional 
iterative division operation, but is considerably easier to 
perform. Again, after rounding the '8516 goes to state 0, so 
that a read operation can be performed, and the W register 
is cleared. 

Overflow 
The '8516 has an overflow output OVR which is cleared prior to 
each operation, and is set during an operation if the product or 
quotient goes outside the normally-accepted range. 
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For multiplication, overflow can only occur if the most negative 
number in the operand range is used: (-1)x(-1)=+1, which 
cannot be held in the 'S516's internal registers. Overflow can 
more easily occur during either positive or negative accumula
tion of products. For fractional arithmetic, if the rroduct or 
accumulation goes outside the range of -1 to +1-2-3 , then the 
overflow flipflop will be set. 

The overflC»l!flip-flop is enabled in stateB forthe multiply opera
tion or in state 10 for a divide operation. It only gets reset when a 
transition to state 0 from states 0, 3, B, 10 and 11, when instruction 
7 is being presented to the 'S516. 

Overflow may also occur during division if the quotient goes 
outside the generally-accepted number range of -1 to +1~2-15 
during fractional operation. This would occur if the divisor is 
less than the dividend, or equal to the dividend if a positive 
quotient is being generated. For integer arithmetic the numbers 
must be scaled by .215 . 

Figure 6. 'S516 Internal Circuitry of "GO" Line and Three-
State-Enable 

During the states 0, 1,3,B,10and11 ifthe"GO" line (GO) is held 
at logic HIGH then the machine will be in a wait state until GO 
goes to logic LOW. 

ADDRESS - BUS 

8-81T 
OR 

18-BIT 
MICROPROCESSOR 

(NEEDS ONE OR 
MORE INTERFACE 

CIRCUITS FOR 
8-BIT MICRO
PROCESSOR) 

MEMORY 

18-BIT DATA BUS 

SINE LOOKUP TABLE 
6088 (OPTIONAL) 

SN74S518 
18-8IT 

MULTIPLIER/DIVIDER· 

OVERFLOW 

Figure 7. InterfaCing the'SS16 to a Mlcroproc:eaaor 

Figure 7 shows the block diagram of a microprocessor system 
with its arithmetic capabilities enhanced by the use of a '5516 
16x16 multiplier/divider. The relatively small number of instruc
tion lines (only 3) of the 'S516 provides a unique way 
to control.the multiplier/divider. As may be seen from Figure 7, 
these three instruction lines are assigned to the three least
significant bits (LSBs)of the address bus, while the remaining 

address bits are decoded by a Programmable Array Logic (PAL4!» 
circuit to determine when the multiplier/divider is.selected .. For 
example, suppose the '5516 is assigned address 100; then any 
address in the range of 100-107 will enable the '5516 (i.e., the 

. GO line is LOW). Thus, if the address is 100 the 'S516 
instruction is 0; if the address is 106 the '5516 instruction is 
6; and so forth. 
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Data Formats 
Fractional Multiply 
Xj, Y1-lnput, Multiplicand, Multipler 

115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

Sign 2-1 Z-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 Z-6 Z-7 Z-8 2-9 2-10 Z-11 2-12 2-13 Z-14 Z-15 

Zj - MS HaH Output Product 

115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

Sign Z-1 2-2 2-3 Z-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 Z-10 Z-11 Z-12 2-13 2-14 2-15 

Wi - LS Half Output Product' 

1 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

Z-16 Z-17 Z-18 2-19 Z-20 Z-21 Z-22 Z-23 Z-24 2-25 Z-26 Z-27 Z-28 2-29 2-30 "0" 

* The least significant bit of Wi is always a binary 0 due to normalization. Note that -1 x -1 yields an overflow in fractional multiply. 

Integer Multiply 
Xj, y 1 - Input, Multiplicand, Multiplier 

1 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

Sign 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 

Zj - MS Half Output Product 

1 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

Sign 230 229 228 227 226 225 224 223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216 

WI - LS Half Output Product" 

1 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 

** The least significant bit of Wi is a valid data bit. Note that 2-15 x 2-15 yields +230 which can be represented in the output bits without overflowing. 

Fractional Divide 
Zj - Input Dividend 

115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

Sign Z-1 2-2 2-3 Z-4 2-5 Z-6 2-7 Z-8 Z-9 2-10 Z-11 2-12 Z-13 Z-14 Z-15 
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x - Input Divisor 

115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 01 

Sign Z-1 Z-2 Z-3 Z-4 Z-5 Z-6 2"7 Z-8 Z-9 Z-10 Z-11 Z-12 Z-13 Z-14 Z-15 

2f -Output Quotient 

11514131211 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01 

W - Output Partial Remainder t 

115 14 13 ,12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 .2. 1 ~ 01 

Sign Z-1 Z-2 Z-3 Z-4 Z-5 Z-6 'z-7 Z-8 Z-9 Z-10 2-11 ' 2":'12 2"'13 Z-14 Z-15 

t Not&that the partial remainder R = 2'"15 (W) 

Int ... r Divide Example (Z, W)/X 
Zj.~ MSj;Jlnput Dividend' 

\ '~. 

115 . 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 '6 5 4' 3 '2 01 

,Sign' ~ 229 ~8 227 226 225 224 223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216 

Wi - LSBlnput Dividend IS Ilq 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 '7 6 5 4 3 2, 1 01 

215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 . 27 26 25 24 ~ 22 2' ,20 . 

X " Input DIvisor 

j15 14 13 12. 11 10 9 8 7 ' .. 6 5 4 .3 2 1 01 

Sign 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 ~ 22 21 ~ 

Zj - Output Quotient 

115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 . 2· 01 

Sign 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 ~ 25 24 ~ 22 21 20 

WI- Output Partial Remalncier' 

11q 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3. 2 , 1 01 , 

214 213 
" 212 ' 210 29 28 '27 26 ~ zi ~ 22 21 20 

" 

Sign 211 

'.", ·W·········,····· 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage V CC .................... ; •.. ;.................................................................... 7.0 V 
Input voltage .................................................................................................... 7.0 V 
Off-state output voltage ..............•....••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ... . . . . . • . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . • . . .. . .. . . . .. .... 5.5 V 
Storage temperature .................................................................................... _65· to +1·50·C 

Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETERS FIGURE COMMERCIAL UNIT MIN TYP MAX 

VCC Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

TA Operating free-air temperature 0 75 ·e 

'MAX Clock frequency 8 6 MHz 

tcwp Positive clock pulse width 8 70 ns 

tCWN Negative clock pulse width 8 50 ns 

tss Bus setup time for inputting data * 8 50 ns 

tSH Bus hold timfjlfor inputtin·g data* 8 35 ns 

tlNSS Instruction, GO setup time 8 10 ns 

tlNSH Instruction, GO hold time 8 30 ns 

* During operations when the bus is being used to input data. 

Electrical Characteristics Over OperaHng CondlHons 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT 

Vil low-level input voltage 0.8 V 

VIH High-level input voltage 2 V 

Vie Input clamp voltage Vee - MIN II - ...:18mA -1.5 V 

low-level input current lB15-S0 -250 p.A 
III Vee = MAX VI' = 0.5V I All other inputs -1 mA 

IIH High-level input current Vce = MAX VI = 2.4V 250 p.A 

II Maximum input current Vce ~ MAX VI - 5.5V 1 mA 

VOL low-level output voltage Vee - MIN 10l - 8mA 0.3 0.5 V 

VOH High-level output voltage Vee = MIN 10H = -2mA 2.4 V 

lOS Output short-circuit current * Vee = MAX Vo = OV -10 -90 mA 

ICC Supply current Vee = MAX 370 <i5Ot mA 

* Not more than one output should be shorted at a time, and the duration of the short-circuit should not exceed one second. 

t At cold temperatures see the "ICC vs Temperature" curves on the next page for more complete information. The typical values shown here are at 5.0 V. 

Switching Characterictics Over Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETER FIGURE COMMERCIAL UNIT MIN TYP MAX 

tBO 
Bus output delay from CK for outputting data; * 

8 70 95 ns 
Cl = 30pF 

FROM 12-10 to bus 30 65 
tpxz Output disable delay ns 

From GO to bus 20 40 

Output enable delay; FROM IZ-IO to bus 55 80 
tpzx ns 

Cl = 30pF From GO to bus 25 45 

!oVR Overflow output delay from eK; el= 30 pF . 8 60 95 ns 

* During operations when the bus IS being used to output data. 
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ICC vs. Temperature 
550 

I 
I 
I 

500 
I 
I 
I 

450 

Icc-rnA 
-II--r--~.251 I 

I 
I 

400 

1-I--- -'- I T--r--r--~516 Vcc = 5.00V 

350 I r--I---

: -
I 

300 
I 
I 

.250 I 
-75 -55 -25 25 50 75 100 125 

T A -AMBIENT TEMPERATURE-o C 

AC Test Conditions 
Inputs 0 VLOW, 3 VHIGH. Rise and fall time 1-3 ns from 1 V to 
2 V. Measurements are made from 1,5 VIN t01.5 VOUT, except 
that tpxz is measured by a delta in the outputs of 0.5 V from 

VOL or VOH respectively, 

Timing 
Timing waveforms are shown in Figure 8. Specific instruction 
timing examples are shown in Figures 9 through 13, 

r-+--Icwp tcWN~ 
~ 

CLOCK (CK) 
(8 MHz IS SHOWN) 

GO, 12-10 
(SEE NOTE) -IINSS-~=~~~ ~~ ~~A~~~_ 

II 

Test Waveforms 

TEST V • 
X OUTPUT WAVEFORM - MEAS. LEVEL 

VOH 

AIIIPD 5.0V *1,5V 

VOL 

IPHZ IPLZ VOH 

!K::'~ 0,5V 
IPXZ 

0,5V 
O.OV 5.0V VOL O.OV 

IPZH IPZL 2'8V~VOH 
IPZX 1.5V 

O.OV 5.0V O.OV VOL 

"At diode; see "Test Circuit" figure below. 

Test Load 

RL 
TEST 560n 

POINT* @I-------..-I T~ 
CL l_ 1120n t IN916 OR IN3064 

-= . Vx(see lable above) 

* The "TEST POINT" is driven by the output under test, 
and observed by instrumentation. 

'I 
J 

i-IINSW.JII 

Jr\ 

BUS 
(USED AS INPUT) \~ DATA INPUT ----.J.II 

J Ir... 

I---IBS _ _ IBH_ 

- 10VR ~ 
I OVERFLOW 

~~ DAT:'~~T6UT ~:x:x~x:x~x~x~x~x:xX BUS 
(USED AS OUTPUT) 

4 IBO 

NOTE: GO and 12-10 can change only when CK is high. 

Figure 8. Timing Diagram of the '8516 
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CK ~~UL~~~L~~~U~~L~~~~n 

STATE" IXl Y4 1x12 lXe Xo Xo -
INSTRUCTION Xe Xo "X ANY CODEt X7 - -
BUS yfiy ~ ~T-rr- "zX wx. 7X ~ 

f--
Y .2 __ 0 

I--' .- I--' .- I--' I-

TIME-SLOT 1 2 3 , 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l' 

OVERFLOW 
r- .., 

NOTES: Register Z is read at the same time that the overflow signal (if present) is set. If the instruction remains at code 7 after time-slot 11, the contents of registers 
Z and Ware swapped each cycle. 

t"Any code" means any of code 0 through code 7. However, code 6 will load a new value of X, and code 7 will cause the '8516 to attempt to drive the data bus. 

*Not available externally on the '8516. 

Figure 9. Instruction Timing Example No_ 1: Load X, Load Y, Multiply, Read Z, Read W. By Presenting Code 7 on the Instruction 
Lines During the Last Multiply Cycle (State 8), the Results May Be Read During Time-Slots 10 and 11 

CK JL ~ IL ~ru ~ ~rLrLrLru L ~ L L ~ ru ~ ru L 

STATE· r. Y4 rx12 IXs Xo Xo IX1 - - -
INSTRUCTION "X6 rxo- X ANY CODEt IX7 x;-~ ~ANY CODE EXCEPT CO - - - DE 71 

BUS 
~ .!!:!... ~~ ~~ X~ Y .2r-_0 ~~ .-

TIME-SLOT 1 2 3 , 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 

OVERFLOW r- .., 

NOTES: The instruction lines may be changed only when CK is. high. 

t"Any code" means any of code 0 through code 7. Gode 6 may be used here since a new X explicitly gets loaded for the next multiply operation. However, 
code 7 will cause the '8516 to attempt to drive the, data bus. 

"'Not available externally on the '8516. 

Figure 10. Instruction Timing Example No.2: Repeat: "Load X, Load Y, Multiply, Read Z, Read W" 
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CK ...:... L -Un-n--UUL L Lrurun-Ln-r-
II \ 

STATE" 0 1)(1 h(4 )(12 IXs Xo 

xs IXu IX ANY CODEt IX7 - -INSTRUCTION 

)()("")(~ /Z W !xl r-
. r-- r-- - - - t-" 

BUS 

TIME·SLOT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 

OVERFLOW 
r- 1-1 

NOTES: Code 7 is given in "time--slot 9, but has no effect until time-slot 10 since GO is HIGH. After GO goes LOW in time-slot 10, Z may be read. 

t"Any code" means any of code o through code 7. 

"Not available externally on the '$516. 

Figure 11. Instruction Timing Example No.3: Load X, Load Y, Multiply, Read Z, Read W. This Timing Diagram 
Corresponds to Table 1. Only After ElghtClock Pulses of the Operation Cycle, the Result Is Read __ Z 
During Time-Slot 10 and W During Tlme-S.lot 11 

CK ~~~--un-~n-Ln-ru~n-~~~L~~L 
I" 

II 1\ 

STATE" - [y" 1X1 rx-;- ")(,2 
I" 

Xa Xo - t-' I" 

INSTRUCTIO N Xs Xo "X ANY CODEt, I" X7 

BUS ~ ~ 
I" 

,.-y;-Xx Y z 
r-- r-- I" 

TIME-SLOT 1 2 3 4 :5 6 7 a 9 10 11 

OVERFLOW 

.'. 
r- -- ~~- -- -- "'j 

NOTES: 't"Any code" means any of code 0 through code 7. Gode 6 or code 7 may be used here; since GO is HIGH, no newX can be loaded, and ttie 'S516 cannot 
attempt to drive the data bus. 

"Not available externally on the 'S516. 

Figure 12. Instruction Timing Example No.4: Load X, Load Y, Multiply, WaH, Read Z, Read W 
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CK Sl.J iL rL rL L rL LJ LJ ~ ~ rL LJ rL "lJ rL LJ ~~ ~ L 

'IF" X4 IXs y:;- -"~ -XO X12 lX12 X8 X - - - - - -STATE· 

Xa Xo iXs - --X ANY CODE t IX2 X ANY CODE t --- -INSTRUCTION 

BUS ~ ~ rh ~ r- --Xx y y - ~ -~ - " ~- --
TIME-SLOT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 

OVERFLOW r- ., 

NOTES: This sequence of operations is suitable for use when reading Is to be done only at the very end of the operation sequence. The new X value is loaded during 
the time that the previous multiplication Is being performed. See Programming Example #3 for N 

~Xi·Yi 
i = 1 

t"Any code" means any of code 0 through code 7. However, code 7 will cause the 'S516 to attempt to drive the data bus. 

-Not available externally on the '8516. 

ttCode 6 allows loading of a new X in State 12 and It takes the 'S516 State Counter to State B. In State 8, Y is loaded via instruction 2 and the next 
multiply-accumulate cycle is initiated. 

Figure 13. Instruction Timing Example,No., 5: Sum of Products 

Die Configuration 

Die Size: 210x234 mil2 
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Programming Examples 
In the following examples assume that each line with a separate 
instruction corresponds to one clock pulse. Instruction codes 
are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and x according to the usage explained 
in the key to Figure 2. 

Programming Example 1 
Calculating X • V (A'B) 

INST 6 X - A 
INST 0 V - B 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST 7 MULT AND READ Z = 16 MSB OF (A'B) 
INST 7 READ W = 16 LSB OF (A'B) 

Programming Example 2 

Calculating X1 . V (A'C) 

INST 0 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST 7 
INST 7 

X1 is a previous multiplier value. It was previously 
loaded (in example 1) with A. 

V-C 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT and READ Z = 16 MSB OF (A'C) 
READ W = 16 LSB OF (A'C) 

Programming Example 3 
N 

Calculating ~:Xi ,Vi (A·B + C·D + E·F + ... ) 

i = 1 

In this case we read only after N multiplications. A new Xi + 1 
is loaded during the multiplication process for XiVi' 
Assume N = 3. 
The sequence of instructions and operations for calculating 

3 

N = 1 

N = 2 

N = 3 

READ Z 

READ W 

I Xi • Vi is: (A·B + C·D + E'F) 

i = 1 

INST 6 X-A 
INST 0 V-B 
INST X 

MULT} INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MUL T Perform A·B 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST 6 MULT and LOAD X - C 

Z - 16 MSB of (A'B) 
W - 16 LSB of (A'B) 

INST 2 V-D 
INST X MULT) INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MUL T Perform C'D + (Kz' Kw) 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST 6 MULT and LOAD X - E 

Z - 16 MSB of (C'D + A'B) 
W - 16 LSB of (C'D + A'B) 

INST 2 V-F 
INST X MULT} INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MUL T Perform E'F + (Kz' Kw) 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST X MULT 
INST 7 MULT and 

READ Z = 16 MSB of (E'F + C'D + A'B) 
INST 7 READ W= 16 LSB of (E'F + C'D + A'B) 

MonoIIthIcW.l/llemorles 10-35 
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Programming Example 4 
Multiplication plus a constant (A'B + Constant) 

INST 6 
INST 6 
INST 6 
INST 0 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST 7 
INST 7 

10·36 

Assume that the constant is a 32-bit 2s~complement 
number. 

X-A 
Z - C LOAD 16 MSB of constant 
W - D LOAD 16 LSB of constant 
V-B 

MULT} . MULT 
MULT 
MUL T Perform A·B + (Z. W) 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT 
MULT and READ.Z = 16 MSB of (A.B + (C. D)) 
READ W = 16 LSB of (A'S + (C. D)) 

Programming EXample 5 
Dividing a 32-bit number by a 16-bit number «B. C)/A) 

INST 6 
INST 6 
INST 4 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST X 
INST 7 

INST 7 

X -A 
Z -B 
W-C 

Perform Division (Z. W) 
-X-

(B. C) 
DIVIDE and READ the quotient Z =--;:-

. (B. C) 
READ the remainder W of --;:-



16x16 Flow-Thru™ Multiplier Slice 
54/745556 

Features/Benefits 
• Twos-complement, unsigned, or mixed operands 

• Full 32-bit product immediately available on each cycle 

• High-speed 16x16 parallel multiplier 

• Latched or transparent inputs/outputs 

• Three-state output controls, independent for each half of 
the product 

• Single +5 V supply (via multiple pins) 

• Available in 84-terminal Leadless-Chip Carrier and 
88-Pin-Grid-Array packages 

Description 
The '8556 is a high-speed 16x16 combinatorial multiplier which 
can multiply two 16-bit unsigned or signed twos-complement 
numbers on every cycle. Each operand X and Y has an asso
ciated mode-control line, XM and YM respectively. When a 
mode-control line is at a LOW logic level, the operand is treated 
as an unsigned 16-bit number; when the mode-control line is at 
a HIGH logic level, the operand is treated as a 16-bit signed 
twos-complement number. Additional inputs R8 and RU allow 
the addition of a bit into the multiplier array at the appropriate bit 
positions for rounding. The entire 32-bit double-length product 
is available at the outputs at one time. 

'5556 Logic Diagram 

16-BIT { YO 
Y INPUT Y15 

YM 

Flow-Thru"· is a trademark of Monolithic Memories. 

S31 531 516 
'--.,----J 

16-BIT 
MSP 

Ordering Information 
PART NUMBER PACKAGE TEMPERATURE 

548556 P88,L84* Military 

748556 P88,L84* Commercial 

P88 is an 88-Pin-Grid-Array Package. 

L84 is an 84-terminal Leadless-Chip Carrier Package. 

* The 84-terminal lead less chip carrier, L84, and its socket, L84-2, are, in 
development; contact the factory for further details. 

The most-significant product bit, 831, is available in both true 
and complemented form to simplify longer-wordlength multipli
cations. The product outputs are three-state, controlled by 
assertive-low enables. The M8P outputs are controlled by the 
TRIM (OEM) control input, while the L8P outputs are controlled 
by the TRIL (OEL) control input. This allows one or more multi
pliers to be connected to a parallel bus or to be used in a pipel ined 
system. 

All inputs and outputs have transparent latches. The latches 
become transparent when the input to the corresponding gate 
control line GX, GY, GM, GL is HIGH. If latches are not required, 
these control inputs may be tied HIGH, leaving the multiplier 
fully transparent for combinatorial cascading. The device uses a 
single +5 V power supply, and is available both in an 84-terminal 
lead less chip carrier (LCC) package and in an 88-pin-grid-array 
package. 

SO } • 16-BIT 
LSP 

515 

TWX: .910-338-2376 
2175 Mission College Blvd. Santa Clara, CA 95054-1592 Tel: (408) 970-9700 TWX: 910-338-2374 

Monolithicl!lIn 
Memories an.uw 
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SUMMARY OF SIGNALS/PINS Rounding Inputs 

X15-Q Multiplicand 16-bit data inputs INPUTS ADDS USUALLY USED WITH 

Y15-0 Multiplier 16-bit data inputs 

I····· Mode-control inputs for each data word; 
XM.YM LOW for unsigned data'and HIGH for twos-

complement data 

S31-0 Product 32-bit output 

S31 Inverted MS product bit (for expansion) 

RS.RU 
Rounding inputs for signed and unsigned 
data. respectively 

GX Gate control for Xi. RS. RU 

GY Gate control for Yi 

GL .Gate control for least-significant half 
of product 

GM Gate control for most-significant half 
of product 

TRIL Three-state control for least-significant half 
OEl of product 

TRIM Three-state control for most-significant half 
OEM of products 

RU RS 215 214 XM 

L L NO NO X 

L H NO YES Ht 

H L YES NO L 
H H YES YES . 

t In mixed mode, one 01 these could be low but not b,oth. 

* Usually a nonsense operation. 

Mode-Controllnput8 

OPERATING INPUT DATA 

MODE 

X15-0 Y15-0 

Unsigned Unsigned Unsigned 

Mixed 
Unsigned Twos-Comp. 

Twos-Comp. Unsigned 

Signed Twos-Comp. Twos-Comp, 

84-Tel"minal Lead less Chip Carrier Pinout 

10-38 

GND 
YO 
Y1 
Y2 
Y3 
Y4 
Y5 
YI 
Y7 

YCC2 

VCC2 
'18 
Y9 

Y10 
Y11 
Y12 
Y13 
Y14 
Y15 
YM 
GY 

54/745556 

GND 
so 
S1 
S2 
53 ... 
S5 
56 
S7 
VCC2 
VCC1 
56 
89 

'810 
811 

VCC1 = Output buller VCC. 
VCC2 = Logie VCC, 

All Vee andGND pins must ba connected to the respective V9C and GND 
connections on the board and sh'ould not be used for daisychaining through 

"Ihe IC, 

YM 

X 

Ht 

L . 

MODE-
CONTROL 

INPUTS 

XM YM 

L L 

L H 

H L 

H H 
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Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL 
MILITARY 

PARAMETER FIGURE MIN TYP MAX 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 

TA Operating free-air temperature -55 *125 

tS1 Setup time (Xi, Ri)IYi to GX/GY 2a,2b 12 

tS2L 65 
tS2 Setup time Xi, Vi, Ri to GM, GL 3a,3b 

tS2M 82 

tS3L 4a, 4b, 4c, 65 
tS3 Setup time GX, GV to GL, GM 

4d, 4e, 4f tS3M 85 

tH1 Hold time (Xi, Ri)IYi to GX/GV 2a,2b 8 

tH2 Hold time Xi, Vi, Ri to GM, GL tH2L, tH2M 3a,3b 3 

tH3 Hold time GX, GV to GM, GL tH3L' tH3M 
4a, 4b, 4c, 

0 
4d, 4e, 4f 

tw Latch enable pulse width 6 14 

* Indicates case temperature. 

Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

VIL Low-level input voltage ** 

VIH High-level input voltage ** 

VIC Input clamp voltage Vee = MIN II = -18 mA 

IlL Low-level input current Vee = MAX VI = 0.4 V 

IIH High-level input current Vee = MAX VI = 2.4 V 

II Maximum input current Vee = MAX VI=5.5V 

VOL Low-level output voltage Vee = MIN 10L = 8mA 

VOH High-level output voltage Vee = MIN 10H = -2mA 

10ZL VO=0.5V 

10ZH 
Off-state output current Vee = MAX 

VO=2.4V 

lOS Output short-circuit current* Vee= MAX VO=OV 

Commercial 74S556 
ICC Supply current Vee = MAX 

Military 54S556 

Supply current at hot Vee = 5.25 V TA = 75°C 
ICC temperature limit Vee = 5.5V Te = 125°C 

t Typical at 5.0 V and 25" eTA 

* Not more than one output should be shorted at a time and the duration of the short-circuit should not exceed one second. 

** These are absolute voltages with respect to the ground pins and include all overshoots due to system and/or tester noise. 
Do not attempt to test these values without suitable equipment. 

lIIIono/ithic laiD Memories 

COMMERCIAL 
UNIT 

MIN TYP MAX 

4.75 5 5.25 V 

0 75 °e 

10 ns 

60 
ns 

74 

60 
ns 

75 

8 ns 

3 ns 

0 ns 

12 ns 

MIN TYPt MAX UNIT 

0.8 V 

2 V 

-1.5 V 

-0.4 mA 

75 p.A 

1 mA 

0.5 V 

2.4 V 

-100 p.A 

100 p.A 

-20 ~90 mA 

600 aoo mA 

600 900 mA 

700 mA 

800 mA 
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Switching Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

54S556 745556 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST MILITARY . COMMERCIAL UNIT 
CONDITIONS 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX 

tDTL 
Xi'Yi,Ri to S15-0 84 50 76 ns Transparent Figs.1,2c,3b,4c,4f 

Multiply 

tOTM 
GX, GY, GM, GL = H Xi'Yi,Ri to S31,S31-16 100 60 90 ns 

Figs. 1, 2c, 3b, 4c, 4f 

GX, GY to S15-0 
, 

t01L Transparent Figs.2a,2b,4d,4e 88 80 ns 

Output Multiply CL= 30pF 
- RL= 560n 

t01M 
GM, GL= H GX,GY, to S31,S31-16 

See figure 7 102 92 ns 
Figs. 2a, 2b, 4d, 4e 

Transparent 
GM, GL toSi 

tD2 Input Multiply 40 35 ns 
GX, GY= H Figs. 3a, 4a,.4b 

tpxz 
Three-State TRIL (OEL), TRIM (OEM) 

40 30 Disable Timing to Si Fig. 5 
ns 

tpzx 
Three-State TRIL (OEL), TRIM (OEM) 

40 30 Enable Timing toSi Fig. 5 ns 

Transparent Multiply - Flowthrough Operation 

X,Y,R 

s 

Figure 1. 

The transparent multiply is a flowthrough operation of the 'S556. 
Both the input and dutput latches are made transparent by 
keeping GX, GY, GM, and GL at a HIGH level. The operands are 

presented to the X, Y, and R inputs; the results are avaiiabletDTL 
and tOTM later, for the least and most significant halves of the 
prodl!ct respectively. 

10 .. 40 1IIIonoI11h1o m Memorl .. 
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Transparent Output Multiply - Plpelined Input 

X'V'R------'L-IS1-·-.-;'I-.. -Itt-,;f--
G~GV _______________ ~I IL-________ ~-----

r-.,"''''"=t 
5 

* With this particular timing, set-up time tS1 will automatically be met. 

Figure 2a. 

X'V'R_-t.,+-.. ;f---
G~GV __________ ~I IL ________ ~~-------

r-,"",".~,.....-_-,-
s 

Flgure2b. 

By tying the GL and GM lines HIGH, the '8556 can perform 
transparent output (or pipelined input) multiplies. Data present 
is latched at the inputs using the GX and GY control signals. The 
time atwhich the result S is present at the outputs depends on 
when the rising edges of GX and GY occur. If the rising edges of 

, GX and GY occur after the operand inputs change, then Figure 
2a applies; the result will be available at the outputs t01 Land 
t01 M * after the rising edges of GX and GY, If the rising edges of 
GX and GY occur less than(tw min - tS1min) before the oper-

~V'R __ t,"+-,"J-·· -
G~GV t 

Figure2c; 

and inputs change, than Figure2b applies; i.n this case the 
resiJlt will also be available althe outputs t01 Land t01M*'after 
the rising edges of GX and GY, However, jf the rising edges of 
GX and GY occur more than (tw min - tS1 min) before the 
operand inputs change, then Figure 2c applies; tha result will 
appaar at the outputs tOTL and t[)TM * after the operand inputs 
change, 

* For the least and most signific;mt halves of the product, respettively. 

Transparent Input Multiply - PIpe\lned Output 

X,V,R t rt~~ 182 . 

GL,GM 

s r-'"=t= 
Figure 38. 

By tying the GX .and GY lines HIGH, the '8556 can 'perform 
transparent input (or pipelined output) multiplies. Data is pre
sented at the inpu\ii, and tS2 after X" V and A change, the results 
can be latched. The, time at which the ,result S jspresent at the 
outputs depends upon when the riSing edges of GLand"GM 
occur, If they occur at or after (tS2 min - tW'mi~j'from thainputs 

~V,R 

GL,GM 
t ~~ ts2 .. I .. 

I I 
s 

I- Ion,IDTM, t= 
Figure 3b. 

changing, then Figure' 3a applies; the result appears at the 
oiJtputs t02 after the rising edges of GL and GM, If thElrising 
edges of GLandGM occurbefore(tS2 min - tw min) from the 
inputs changing, then Figure 3bapplies; the result IIPpears at 
the outputs tOTL !\hd,tOTrvtafter the operand inputs ch,aoge. 
* For 'the least ar1d most significant halves ot the product.,respectiveIY~; 

IIIIonoIIthIC m ""emorles 
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Gated Multiply - Plpellned Input and Output 

"'q~·+'"t-
GX,GY nL ______ -:-~rL 

I- 'S3 -I- -I 'H3 

G~GM __________ ~nL--~---

s--------'-~-~1= 
Figure4a. 

X, Y,R. 

GX.GY 

1-----'S2----r-*-'H3 
GL,OM 

S ___ ......;I~.':.=====::_'_DT_L-,-'D-T_M-------------....,1=~. . 

Flgure4c. 

X,Y'R __ 'S1-f -I- '"~-----
Gx,GY ___ ...... n IL 

~1 __ I-__ ~!!===::!I-t---'H3 
G~GM ___ --:-____ .... I LI __ .,....-__ 

S __ ---'~I_ .. ==:::::::_,O_1_L.'_,01_M~~~~~=,.jt= 

X,Y,R 

GX,GY 

G~GM 

s 

'S2 
1+-----'S3----I 

Flgure4b. 

G~G: ____ ~~I-:::::~_-_-_-_'o_1L._,'_D_1M~-_~~-----~--~,~t=~ 

Figure4d. 

s 

I- 'DTL."DTM~-~~ __ _ 

,-* With this particular timing setup time tS1 will be automatica-fly met. 

Flgure4.e. 

The gated multiply represents the pipelined input and output 
operation. The latch enable lines GX, GY, GL, GM are used to 
store incoming operands and outgoing results. The particular 
set-up times that must be met and the time the result takes to 
reach the outputs depends on two timing relationships. The first 
is when the rising edges of GX and GY occur with respect to the 
operand inputs changing, and the second is when the rising 
edges of GL and GM occurwith respect to the rising edges of GX 
and GY. On the above timing diagrams, denote the absolute time 

10-42 

Figure 4f. 

that the operand inputs change as T XVR, the absolute time that 
the riSing edges of GX and GY occur as T GXY, and the absolute 
time that the rising edges of GL and GM occur as T GLM. Thus, 
the two delays of concern can be explicitly stated as (TGXV
T~) and (T GLM -T GXV)' Notice that either of these quantI
ties can be positive or negative depending on which event 
occurS first. Timing'for gated multiplies can then be summarized 
in the following table:' 0' .0 
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TGXV-TXYR TGLM -TGXY FIGURE WHICH SET -UP TIMES WHEN RESULT IS 
MUST BE MET PRESENT AT OUTPUTS 

TGXY -TXYR 2':0 T GLM-T GXY 2':tS3min-tWmin 4a tS3 TGLM+t02 

0<1 XYR-TGXY S; tWmin-tS1 min TGLM-T GXY 2': tS3min-tWmin 4b tS1. tS2' tS3 TGLM+t02 

tWmin - tS1min < TXYR - TGXY T GLM-T GXY 2': tS3min-tWmin 4c tS1' tS2 . T XYR + (tOTL' tOTM) * 

T GXY - T XYR 2': 0 TGLM-TGXY < tS3min-tWmin 4d tS3 T GXY + (t01 L. t01 M) * 

O<T XYR-T GXY S; tWmin-tS1 min TGLM-TGXY < tS3min-tWmin 4e tS1' tS2' tS3 T GXY + (t01 L. t01 M)* 

tWmin - tS1min < T XYR - T GXY T GLM-T GXY < tS3min-tWmin 4f tS1' tS2 TXYR + (tOTL. tOTM)* 

* For the leest and most significant halves of the product respectively. 

NOTE: TXYR represents the absolute time when the operand inputs change. 
T GXY and T GLM represent the absolute times when the rising edges of the latch controls occur. 

Test Waveforms 

T11ree state llmlng 

~~~~ _______ .~_.~~~ ~~_t __ t~ __ x ______ __ 

Flgure.S. 

Latch Enable Pulse Width 
(OL, OM, OX, OY) 

TEST VX' OUTPUT WAVEFORM - MEAS. LEVEL 

VOH 

AlltPD 5.0V 

VOL 

tPHZ VOH l 0 
&.5V 

tp~ 
O.5V 

tpLZ 5 VOL 

tpZH 0 2.8V 

tpZlf 

tpZL 5 O.OV 

Load Test Circuit 

3V 

*UV 
LOW-HIGH-LOW L j 

PULSE ---- ~ --- ~ ---- ::v 
. r-tw-1 ~UV 

~- .O.OV HIGHp'u~~tIGH ------"". -----,~---1-------.-----::v 

~VOH 
1.SV . 

i VOL 
. 

V. (SEE TABLE ABOVE) 

OUTPUT 

TEST 
POINT 

UNDER >----<~--+ 
TEST 

IN916 OR IN3064 

RL 
5600 

11200 

Figure 7. 

IIIItinoIIthIG m Memories·' 

Figure 6. 
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Recommended Bypass Capacitors 
The s~itching currents when the outputs change can be fairly 
high, and bypass capacitors are recommended to adequately 
decouple the VCC and GND connectiol'ls. 

For example, on the 84-terminal LCC package, pins 21 and 22 
are VCC2 supplies and should be decoupled with pin 33, a GND 
input, using a 0.1 p.f monolithic ceramic disk capacitor. The 

capaCitor must have good high-frequency characteristics. Also 
pins 64 and 65, VCC1 and VCC2, should be decoupled with pin 
74, a GND input, with a similar capacitor arrangement. 

For the 88-pin-grid-array package pins 21 and 22 are VCC2 
supplies and should be decoupled with pin 35, the GND pin. Pins 
66 and 67, VCC1 and VCC2, shouJd be decoupled with pin n, 
theGND pin. 

Decoupling Capecltors Shown with the 84-Terminal LCC Package 

1000 

400 
-20 

10-44 

o 

r-------------,GND 

VCC2 0.1 "F 

VCC1 

0.1 "F GND 

Typical Supply Current Over Temperature Range 

74S556 

r Vcc =5.2SV 

20 40 
TEMPERATURE (" C) 

80 80 

1000 

400 
-80 

54S556 

rVCC=UOV 

II 

-40 o 40 
TEMPERATURE (OC) 

-
80 120 
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88 Pin-Grid-Array 
Pin Locations 
Bottom View 

@@@@@@@@@@@®® 
®®@@@@@@@@@@@ 
CD@) @@ 
00 @@ 

IDENTIFIER CD CD @ @ 
FOR PIN 1 ~ 1112 33 Q)(V 34 @@ 

CD@. 1 @@ 
88 

@@ @@ 
® @ 78 77 5655 @ @ 

@@ ®® 
@@ @@ 
@@@@@@@@@@®®® 
@@®®@@®®@@@®® 

Pin-Guide For Pin Grid Array 
Pin No. Pin Name Pin No. Pin Name Pin No. Pin Name 

1 X9 23 N/C* 45 825 

2 Xl0 24 Y8 46 824 

3 Xll 25 Y9 47 823 

4 X12 26 Yl0 48 822 

5 X13 27 Yll 49 821 

6 X14 28 Y12 50 820 

7 X15 29 Y13 51 819 

8 XM 30 Y14 52 818 

9 GX 31 Y15 53 817 

10 R8 32 YM 54 816 

11 RU 33 GY 55 GND 

12 GND 34 N/C* 56 TRil (OEl) 

13 YO 35 GND 57 Gl 

14 Yl 36 TRIM (OEM) 58 815 

15 Y2 37 GM 59 814 

16 Y3 38 831 60 813 

17 Y4 39 831 61 812 

18 Y5 40 830 62 811 

19 Y6 41 829 63 810 

20 Y7 42 828 64 89 

21 VCC2t 43 827 65 88 

22 VCC2t 44 826 66 VCC1tt 

* Not connected .. t VCC2 = Logic VCC. tt VCC1 = Output buffer VCC. 

Monolithic W Memories 

Pin No. Pin Name 

67 VCC2t 

68 N/C* 

69 87 

70 86 

71 85 

72 84 

73 83 

74 82 

75 81 

76 80 

77 GND 

78 N/C* 

79 GND 

80 XO 

81 Xl 

82 X2 

83 X3 

84 X4 

85 X5 

86 X6 

87 X7 

88 X8 

10-45 
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Rounding 
Multiplication of two n-bit operands results in a 2n-bit productt. 
Therefore, in a pure n-bit system it is necessary to convert the 
double-length product into a Single-length product. Thiscan be 
accomplished by truncating or rounding. The following exam
ples illustrate the difference between the two conversion tech
niques in decimal arithmetic: 

39.2-39 
39.6 - 39 Truncating 

39.2 + 0.5 = 39.7 - 39 
39.6 + 0.5 = 40.1 - 40 

Rounding 

Obviously, rounding maintains more precision than truncating, 
but it may take one more step to implement. The additional step 
involves adding one-half of the weight of the Single-length L5B 
to the M5B of the discarded part; e.g., in decimal arithmetic 
rounding 39.28 to one decimal point is accomplished by adding 

0.05 to the number and truncating the LSB: 

39.28 + 0.05 = 39.33 - 39.3 

The situation in binary arithmetic is quite similar, but two cases 
need to be considered; signed and unsigned data representa
tion. In signed multiplication, the two MSBs of the result are 
identical, except when both operands are -1 ; therefore, the best 
Single-length product is shifted one position to the right with 
respect to the unsigned multiplications. Figure 8 illustrates these 
two cases for the, 16x16 multiplier. In the signed case, adding 
one-half of the S15 weight is accomplished by adding 1 in bit 
position 14, and in the unsigned case by adding 1 in bit position 
15. Therefore, the '5556 multiplier has two rounding inputs. RS 
and RU. Thus, to get a rounded Single-length result, the appro
priate R input is tied to Vee (logiC High) and the other R input is 
grounded. If a double-length result is desired, both R inputs are 
grounded. ' 

tin general multiplication of an M-bit operand by an N-bit operand results in an (M + N)-bit product. 

(a) SIGNED MULTIPLY (OMIT S31 as s30 ~ S31 = sign of result) 

)( 

+ o o • o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

S:io • 

BEST 16-BIT PRODUCT 

(b) UNSIGNED MULTIPLY 

)( 

+ 
... 

NOTES: 

BINARY POINT 

• X15 X14 X13 X12 X11 )(10 X9 X8 X7 Xa X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 

·~5~~3~2~1~0~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

• 531 S30 S29 S28 S27 S26 S25 S24 S23 522 S21 S20 S19 S18 S17 

·000000000000000 

BEST 16-BIT PRODUCT 

o 

FULL 32·BIT ] 
PRODUCT 

515: 514 513 ... 50 
I 
I 

o : 
: 

515: 
I ~",:~ .. uJ 

WEIGHT OF THE 
DISCARDED PART 

FULL 32·BIT ] 
PRODUCT 

514 513 ... 50 

',oo.:". .. J 
WEIGHT OF THE 
DISCARDED PART 

(a) In signed (twos-complement) notation, the MSBofeach operand isthe sign bit, and the binary point is to the right of the MSB. The resulting product hasa redundant 
sign bit and the binary point is to the right of the second MSB of the product. The best 16-bitproduct is from Sso ttirough S15' and rounding'is pe,rformed by adding "1" 
to bit position S14' 

(b) In unsigned notation the best 16-bit product is the most significant half of the product and is corrected by adding "1· to bit position S15' 

FIgure 8. RoundIng the Result of Binary Fractional Multiplication. 
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Using the '5556 in a Pipelined 
Positive-Edge Triggered Clock System 
The 'SS56 has internal latches which can be used affectively in 
systems where things happen on positive-going clock edges. 
This application is an extension of the gated multiply mode 
shown in Figure 1, in which a 32-bit product can be latched every 
tS3 nsec in the 'S556. 

! If the signals GX, GY, GM and GL can be derived from the 
system clock then the latches can almost have the same effect as 

il having a register. The basic philosophy behind the recom
mended timing is that the. input latches are closed when the 
output latches are open; the outputs are then closed (and have 

I 

SYS~ ClK 

GX,GY 

latched results) and new data is presented to the input latches, 
which are opened. This is shown by the relation between GX, GY 
and GL, GM in Figure 9. The set-up time tS3 is shown as one 
value but strictly speaking, it is split as tS3L and tS3M for the 
least significant and most significant half 01 the productrespec
tively. The value of tS3L is less than tS3M' for applications 
requiring the least significant bits of the result as fast as 
possible. 

One note of caution is that a design must always meet the set-up 
and hold times for Xi, Ri with respect to GX and for Yi with 
respect to GY. 

The result Si is available tD2 after the rising edge of GM and GL. 

~--------,~--------~~ 

GloGM 

X,Y,R 

s 

'~"H3 = SETUP, HOLD TIMES OF 
GX, GY TO GM,.Gl 

's1,'H1 = SETUP, HOLD TIMES OF 
Xi> RI TO GX AND YI TO GY 

f+---~*- '02 = PROPAGATION DELAY OF 
GM,GlTO Sl 

Figure 9. 
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Totally Paralle~ 32x32 Multiplier A twos-complement 32x32 multiplication can be performed 
within 220 nsecusing 4 '8556s;,20 '5381s, and 7 '8182s. This 
32x32 multiply operation involves adding up four partial pro
ducts asshown in Figure 10. These four partial products are 
generated in four multiplier'S; tlJe outputs are XA*VA, XA*VB, 
XS*VA, Xa*VB, where X31-16 = XB, X15-0 = XA, V31-16 = VB, 
V15-D= VA. 

x = XBXA - 32 BITS 
Y=YBYA-32BITS 

U= UNSIGNED 
S = SIGNED 

BITS 
63-48 

BITS 
47-32 

BITS 
31-16 

BITS 
15~ 

64-BIT 2'S COMPLEMENT OUTPUT 

Figure 10. Partial Products for a 32x32 Multiplication 

The implementation of this twos-complement32x32 multiplier is 
shown in Figure 11. The outputs of the 16x16 multipliers are 
connected to two levels of adders to give a 64-bit product. The' 
first level of adders is needed to add the two central partial 
products of Figure 10, XA *VB and XB*V A. Notice the technique 
which is used to generate the "sign extension", or the most
Significant sum bit ofthe first level of adders. The '8556 provides, 
as a direct output, the complement of the most-significant pro
duct bit; having this signal immediately speeds up the sign
extension computation, and reduces the external parts count. 

V 

10-48 

Y31-16 X31·16 vcc 

YM XM 
'S556 

S31-1&. S15-0 
"::" 

SIGN 
EXT 

INPUTS 

Y15-0 X31·16 vcc Y31-16 

YM XM YM 
'5556 

'S381 + 'S162* 

'S381 + 'S162* 

S47-32 

OUTPUTS 

F14-0 

S31-16 

X15-0 Y15-0 X15-0 

U D 
X15-0 X15-0 X15-0 

XM YM XM 
'5556 '5556 

So "::" S31-17, S1&. S15-0 

Cln ~------' 

* THESE ARE ADDER BLOCKS USING THE 'S381 , A4-BIT ALU FUNCTION GENERATOR, TO PERFORM A HIGH SPEED ADD 
OPERATION. THE'S182IS A LOOK-AHEAD CARRY GENERATOR WHICH REDUCES THE PROPAGATION DELAY. ALL THE 
ABOVE PART$ ARE AVAILABLE FROM MONOLITHIC MEMORIES INCORPORATED. 

"::" 

TOTAL MULTIPLY TIME = MULTIPLIER DELAY + ADDER lEVEL 1 DELAY + ADDER LEVEL 2 DELAY = 90 + 65 + 65 = 220 nsec 

Figure 11. Implementation of the 32x32 Multiplier 
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For example, the inputs to the adder in the most significant 
position are the S31 outputs from the two central multipliers. 
The sign extension of the addition of XA*YB and XB*YA is 
defined as 
SIGN EXT = A.B. + A.C. + B.C., where 

A is the most-significant bit of the term XA*YB; 
B is the most-significant bit of the term XB*YA; and 
C is the carry-in to the mostcsignificant bits of XA *YB arid 
XB*YA, in the adder. 

The sign extension can be computed as the negation of the 
carry-outterm 9fthree terms, A, B. arid C. This term corresponds 
to the negative of the carry-out of. the bit position just one place 
to the right of the most-significant bit position of the first lev.elof 
adders. The negative of the carry-out can" he generated by 
presenting a carry-out and a binary "one" to the most significant 
bit of the adder. The generated sum bit then corresponds to the 
negation olthe carry-out olthe previous stage, which is the sign 

Die Configuration 

extension required to be added to the 16 most-Significant bits of 
the XB*YB partial productterm. . 

The second level of adders, which performs a 48-bit add func
tion, is fairly straightforward. These adders can be implemented 
using '5381 four-bit ALUs and.'S182 carry~bypasses ("carry
lookahead generators") which are available from Monolithic 
Memories Inc. and from other vendors. 

Other configurations such as 48x48 and 64x64 multipliers can 
be designed using the same metl"!odology, r1, 

References 
1. "Fallt 64x64 Multiplication uBing16x16 Flow-through Multi

'p1ier and Wallace Trees," Marvin Fox, Chuck Hastings, and 
Suneel Rajpal, Monolithic Memories System Design Hand-
book, pages 4-77 to 4-84. . 

Ole Size = 183x243 mll2 
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8x8 High Speed Schottky Multipliers 
SN54/74S557 SN54/74S558 

Features/Benefits 

• Industry-standard 8x8 multiplier 

• Multiplies two 8-bil numbers; gives 16-bit result 

• Caseadable; 56x56 fully-parallel multiplication uses only 34 
multipliers for the most-significant half of the product 

• Full 8x8 multiply in 60ns worst case 

• Three-state outputs for bus operation 

• Transparent 16-bit latch in 'S557 

• Plug-in compatible with original Monolithic Memories' 67558 

Description 
The 'S557/'S558 is a high-speed 8x8 combinatorial multiplier 
which can multiply two eight-bit unsigned or Signed twos
complement numbers and generate the sixteen-bit unsigned 
or Signed product. Each input operand X and Y has an 
associated Mode control line. XM andYM resoectivelv,When a 
Mode control line is at a Low logic level. the operand is treated 
as an unsigned eight-bit number; whereas, if the Mode control is 
at a High logic level. the operand is treated as an eight-bit signed 
twos-complement number. Additional inputs. RS and RU, (R, in 
the'S557) allow the addition of a bit into the multiplier array at 
the appropriate bit positions for rounding signed or unsigned 
fractional numbers. 

The 'S557 internally develops proper. rounding for either 
signed or unsigned numbers by combining the rounding input 
RwithXM,YM,XM,andYM as follows: 

R U = XM • Y M • R = UnSigned rounding input to 27 adder. 

RS = (XM + YM) R = Signed rounding input to 26 adder. 

Since the '8558 has no latches. it does not require the use of pin 11 
for the latch enable input G, so RS and RU are brought out 
separately. 

The most-significant product bit is available in both true and 
complemented form to assist in expansion to larger signed 
multipliers. The product outputs are three-state, controlled by 
an assertive-low Output Enable which allows several multi
pliers to be connected to a parallel bus or be used in a pipe
lined system. The device uses a single +5V power supply and is 
packaged in a standard 40-pin DIP. 

Ordering Information 
PART NUMBER 

54S557, 54S558 

748557, 748558 

Logic Symbol 
Gt/Ru 

Rt/R S 

x 18 

Y 18 

OE 

PACKAGE 

J, (44), (L) 

N,J, 

I 

8x8 
MULTIPLIER 

Pin Configuration 

TEMPERATURE 

Military 

Commarcial 

r-. 
16 

I-

r-
y 

r-----",.._--,_ 
XM 

So 
51 

52 

53 

54 

54n4S558 
54n4S557(tl 

GND 

Yo 59 

Y, 5'0 

Y2 

tFor 54/745557 Pin 9 is R and Pin 11 is G. 

TWX: 910-338-2376 
2175 Mission College Blvd. Santa Clara, CA 95054-1592 Tel: (408) 970~9700 TWX: 910-338-2374 

MonolIthIc I!l!n 
MemorIes LnJlW 
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INPUT I 
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Y7 
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8-BIT X INPUT 
X7------XO 

8 x 8 
MULTIPLIER 

ARRAY 

16 

ROUND 
DECODE 

Rut 

LATCH (Gtl----! TRAN5PARENT :_'5557 ONLY 
ENABLE ~ ____ ~!C~!,.!I ____ ~ 

tFor 54fl4S557 Pin 9 is R Bnd Pin 11 is G. 

Die Configurations 

'S557 

654321 37 36 

Die Size: 144x130 mll2 

16 

515 515------50 

16-BIT PRODUCT 

'S558 

65432140 

Y4 Y5 YB Y7 YM 
16 17 18 19 20 

Die Size: 144x130 mll2 

39363736 

OE SiS 515 514 513 
21 22 23 24 25 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage vee ....................................•....................•..............•......•............. 7.0 V 
Input voltage ...........................................•..................................•..................•. 7.0 V 
Off-state output voltage ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.5 V 
Storage temperature ................................•...•.............................................. -65° to +l50o e 

Operating Conditions 
MILITARY 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEVICE 
MIN TYP MAX 

Vee Supply voltage all 4.5 5 

TA Operating free-air temperature all -55 

tsu Xi, Yi to G set 'S557 50 

th Xi, Yi to G hold time 'S557 0 

tw Latch enable pulse width 'S557 20 

* Case temperature 

Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

VIL Low-level input voltage 

VIH High-level input voltage 

Vie Input clamp voltage Vee = MIN II = -lSmA 

IlL Low-level input current Vee = MAX VI = 0.5V 

IIH High-level input current Vee = MAX VI = 2.4V 

II Maximum input current Vee = MAX VI = 5.5V 

VOL Low-level output voltage Vee = MIN 10L = SmA 

VOH High-level output voltage Vee = MIN 10H = -2mA 

lOlL Vo = 0.5V 
Off~state output current Vee = MAX 

10lH Vo = 2.4V 

lOS Output short-circuit current* Vee = MAX Vo = OV '. '. 

leC Supply current. Vee - MAX 

* Not more than ooe output should bE! shorted "t a·time and duration of the short-circuit sho.uld not. exceed one second. 

t Typicals at 5.0VVCC and ;IS·CTA· 

5wit~hing Characteristics, Over Operating CondHions 

5.5 

125* 

, , 

PARAMETER TEST .' MILITARY SYMBDL DEVICE , 
CONDITIONS MIN TYPt MAX. 

tpOl Xi'Yi IOS7-o ,All 40 60 

tp02 Xi, Yi tOSj5-8 All 45 70 

tPD3 Xi,Yi to$15 All 
eL = 30pF 

: 50 75 

tPD4 GIoSi '5557 
RL = 5600 

20 .' 40 

tpxz OEtoS, All 
see test figures 

20 40 

tpzx OEtoS, All 15 40 

10-52 I6onoIIthIc IUD II/Iemorles 

COMMERCIAL 
UNITS 

MIN TYP MAX 

4.75 5 5.25 V 

0 75 ·e 

40 ns 

0 ns 

15 ns 

MIN TYPt MAX UNIT 

O.S V 

2 V 

-1.5 V 

-1 mA 

100 IlA 

1 mA 

0.5 V 

2.4 V 

-100 ,.A 

lOQ ,.A 

-20 -90 .mA 

200 280 mA 

COMMERCIAL 

TYPt UNIT 
MIN MAX 

40 50 ns 

45 60 ns 

50 65 ns 

20 35 ns 

20 30 ns 

15 30 ns 
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Timing Waveforms 

Setup and Hold Times ('S557) 

IHI§~~-.~' 
-.....----"------'---'----~:=~~: 

NOTE: lithe rising edge ofG occursbefore:(tSUMIN-twMIN) from the inputs 
changing, then the applicable propagation delays are tpD, tpD2 and tpD3, 
(and not tpD4)' In this case the time at which the results arrive althe outputs 
depends on when the inputs change instead of when the rising edge of 
G occurs. 

Propagation, Delay 

.~. 1
3V

SV INPUTS, ~- -,-'-- --,- -, ,- -, -: -, -, ' -. -,- --, - O~ 

tpD1, 2, 3" " 

Latch-Enable Pulse Width ('S557) 

, , 3V 

LOW-HIGH-LOW' t, , J ,.... ----~~~ ---~: 
, , f 'j' 3V HIGH-LOW-HIGH 

PULSE '---- --- ----~V 

Test Waveforms 

TEST Vx OUTPUT WAVEFORM -MEAa LEVEL 

VOH 

AlllpD 5.0V *1.5V 

VOL 

lor loi ' 
VOH l&::::'" IpHZ II'LZ O.SV 

tpxz 
O.SV 

O.OV S.OV VOL O.OV 

lor lor 
IPlH IpZL 2.8V~VOH 

IPZX 1.5V 

O.OV S.OV O.OV, , ' VOL 

Test Load 

TEST 
POINT* 

V. (I.e tllble above) 

IN916 OR IN3064 

RL 
55O!l 

112O!! 

* The ''TEST POINr' is driven by the outpul under test, 
~nd observed t;Jy i.nstrumentatlon. 

Definition: of Timing D~agram 

WAVEFORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

- DON'T CARE; CHANGING; 
CHANGE PERMITTED , STATE UNKNOWN 

1B (ft NOT CENTER LINE IS 
APPLICABLE HIGH IMPEOANCESTATE 

MUST BE STEADY WILL BE STEADY 
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SUMMARY OF SIGNALS/PINS 

XrXo Multiplicand 8-bit data inputs 

Y7-Yo Multiplier 8-bit data inputs 

Mode control inputs for each data word; LOW for 
XM. YM unsigned data 'and HIGH for twos-complement 

data 

S15-50 Product 16-bit output 

S15 Inverted MSB for expansion 

RS·RU Rounding inputs for signed and unsigned data. 
respectively (,S558 only) 

G Transparent latch enable (,8557 only) 

DE Three-state enable for S15-S0 and S15 outputs 

R 
Rounding input for signed or unsigned data; 
combined internally with XM. YM ('S557 only) 

74S557 FUNCTION TABLE 

PRODUCT LATCH 

INPUTS RESULT CONTENTS OUTPUTS FUNCTION 
FROM (INTERNAL 

ARRAY TO PART) . 

OE G T, Q, S, 

L L X L L 
Latched 

L L X H H 

L H L (L)* L 
Transparent 

L H H (H)* H 

H L X (L) Z 
Hi-Z; Latched 
Data not 

H L X (H) Z 
Changed 

H H X (X)* Z Hi-Z 

* Iidentical with product result paaaing through latch. 
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XM 

L 

L 

H 

H 

X 

ROUNDING INPUTS 
'SS57 

INPUTS 

YM R 27 

L H YES 

H H NO 

L H NO 

H H NO 

X L NO 

'S558 

ADDS. 

26 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

INPUTS ADDS USUALLY USED WITH 

RU RS 27 26 XM YM. 

L L NO NO X X 

L H NO YES Ht Ht 
H L YES NO L L 

H H YES YES * * 
tin mixed mode, one of these could be Low but not both. 
*Usually a nonsense operation. See applications section, of data sheet. 

MODE CONTROL INPUTS 

MODE 
INPUT; DATA CONTROL 

OPERATING INPUTS 
MODE X7-XO Y7-YO XM. YM 

UnSigned Unsigned Unsigned L L 

Mixed 
Unsigned Twos-Comp. L H 

Twos-Comp. Unsigned H L 
Signed Twos-Comp. Twos-Comp. H H 
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Functional Description 

The '5557 and '5558 multipliers are 8x8 full-adder Gray ar~YJ! 
capable of multiplying numbers in unsigned, signed, twos
complement, or mixed notation. Each 8-bit input operand X and' 
Y has associated with it a mode control which determines 
whether the array treats this number as Signed or unsigned. If 
the mode control is at High logic lev~l, then the operand is 
treated asa tWos-complemel)t.nurpberwith the most-significant 
bit having a negative weight; whereas, if the mode control is at a 
Low logic level, then the operand is treated as an unsigned 
number. 

The multiplier provides all 16 product bits generated by the 
multiplication. For expansion during signed or mixed multipli
cation the most-significant product bit is available in both true 
and complemented form. This allows an adder to be uSed as a 
subtractor in many applications and eliminates the need for 
certain 551 circuits. 

Two additi~>nal inputs to the array, R5 and RU' allow the ad
dition of a bil at Ihe appropriate bit position SO as to provide 
rounding 10 the best signed or unsigned· fractional eight-bit 
result. These inputs can also be used for rounding in larger 
multipliers. In the '5557, these two inputs are generated inter
nally from the mode controls and a single R input. 

The product outputs of the multiplier are controlled by an 
assertive-low Output Enable control. When thi,s control is .. at a 
Low logic level the multiplier outputs are active, while if the 
control is at a High logic level then the outputs are placed in a 
high-impedance state. This three-state capability . allows 
several multipliers to drive a common' bus, and also allows 
pipelining of multipiication for higher-speed systems. 

SN54/74S558 

Rounding 
Multiplication of two n-blt operands results in a 2n-blt prod
uctt. Therefore, in an n-bit system it is necessary to Convert the 
double-length product into a single-iength prOduct. This can 
be accomplished by truncating or rounding. The follOWing ex
amples illustrate the difference between the two conversion 
techniques in decimal arithmetic: 

39.2-'39} T t' 
39.6 -39 runca Ing . 

39.2 + 0.5 = 39.7_39} Rounding 
.39.6 + 0.5 = 40.1-'40 

ObviouJ!ly, rounding maintains more precision than truncating, 
but it may take one more 'step to implement. The additional 
step involves adding one-half of the weight of the single-length 
L5B to the M5B of the discarded part; e.g., In decimal arith
metic rounding 39.28 to one decimal point is accomplished !>y 
adding 0.05 to the number and truncating the L5B: 

.39.28 + 0.05 = 39.33-'39.3. 
The situation in binary arithmetic is quite similar, but two cases 
need to be considered: Signed and unsigned data represen
tation. In signed multiplication, the two 1I(15Bs of the result are 
identical, except, when both operands are -1; therefore,the 
best single-length product is shifted one pOSition to the right 
with. respect to the unsigned multiplications. Figure 1 illus
trates these two cases for the 8x8 multiplier. In the signed case, 
adding one-half of the 57 weight is accomplished by adding 1 
in bit position 6, arid in the unsigned ease 1 is added to bit posi
tion 7. Theretore, the '5558 multiplier has two rounding inputs, 
R s and Ru' Thus, to get a rounded Single-length result, the 
appropriate R input is tied to V cc (logiC High) and the other 
R input is grounded. If a double-length result is desired, both 
R inputs are grounded for the '8558, and the single R input 
is grounded for the '5557. 

tin general: multiplication of an M-tJit operand by an N-tJ~ operand,esults in an (M + N)-tJit·.P~uct. 

"(~'~~~ X5 X3 X2 Xl 
I 

X4 Xo I 
. X Y7 0 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Yl YOI (a) 51GNED 

512 $11 510 59 5a 55 ~..uu. lMIT PRODUCT MULTIPLICATION 515 514 0 513 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 

* OMITS15 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 0: I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ADD 1/2 THE M5B 

57 I 
WEIGHT OF THE 

SINCE S14 = S15 . *514 0513 512 511 510 59 5a DI5CARDED PART ... "I 
if.OMITS15 . 

SINCE 514 = 515 
BEST 8-B1T PRODUCT 

I 

{ 
I 

o X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 Xl Xo I 
X o Y7 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Yl YO I. (b) UN51GNED 

.515 MULTIPLICATION + 514 513 512 511 510 59 5a 157 56 $5 54 53 52 51 50 ..-FULL l8-BIT PRODUCT 
' .. , 0 '0" 0 0 0 0" 0: 0 o I 1 O· '0 0 O· 0 0 0 ..-.ADD 1/2 THE M5B 

WEIGHT OF THE 
0515 514 513 512 511 5,u S9 S~ I 

DISCARDED PART . 
BEST B-BlT PRODUCT 

NOTES: 

(a) In signOd (twos-complement) ·notatlon. the MSB of each oPerand is the Sign bit, and the bina,ypoint is 10 the right of the MSB. The resulting product has a redundant 
sign bit and the binary point is to the right of the second MSB of the product. The bast eight-blt product is from St4 through 57' and rounding Is performed by adding 
"1" to bit positIon S6' '. 

(b) In unsigned notation the best a·blt product is the most significant half of the product and is corrected by adding,:'1" to bit position S1' 

Figure 1. Rounding the ResuH of Binary" Fractional MaHij)Uc8tion 
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Signed Expansion 
The mQllt-significant product bit has both true and comple
mentoutputs available. When ~uilding larger signed, multi
pliers, Ihe partial products (except at the lower stages) are 
signed numbers~ These unsigned and sighed partial products 
must be addedtQgether to give the correct signed product. 
Having both the true and complemented form .of the most
significant product bit available assists in this addition. For 
example, say that two signed partial, products must be added 
and MSI adders are used; we then have the situation of adding 
together the carry from the previous adder stage plus the addi
tion of the two negative most-significant partial-product bits. 
The result of adding these variables must be a positive sum 
and a negative carry (borrow). The equations for this are: 

S=AEBBEBC 
COUT" AS + BC+ CA 

where C' is the carry-in and A and B are the sign bits of the two 
partial products. 
Now an adder produces the equations: 

S= A Ell B Ql C 
COUT =' AB + BC + CA 

Examinmg these equations, it can be seen that, if the inversions 
of A and B are used, then the, most significant sum bit of the 

adder is the sign extension b=it=. ,...-=-_-= 
Sign ext = AB + BC + CA = AS + BC + CA, 

and the sum remains the same. 

16x1 e Twos-Complement 
Multiplication 
The 16-bit X operand is broken into two S-bit operands (X7-XO 
and X15-XS), as is the Y operand. Since the situation Is that of a 
cross-product, four partial products are generated as' follows: 

A = XL * YL 
B = XL * YH 
C=XH*YL 
D=XH*YH 

where the subscript L stands for bits 7-0, ("low Or least-signifi
cant half) .. and the subscript H stands for bits,15-8. 

Expanded twos-complement multiplication requires a sign 
extension of the Band C partial products. Thus, B15 and C15 
need to be extended eight positions to the left (to align with 
D15)' In this approach t~o more adders are required. But the 
complement oflhe MSB (S15) on the '5557 /S can be used to save 
these two adders. Figure 2 shows the implementation of 16x16 
signed twos-complement multiplication in this manner. 

INPUTS 
Vee Y15-8 vcc Y7-0 X15-8 Vcc Y15-8 X7-0 Y7-0 X7-0 

U 
X15-0 X1S-0 

YM XM YM XM YNi XM 
'S557/8 'SS57/8 'S557/8 'SSS7/8' 

';' 
S15-9, S8 S7-0 

';' 

S7-0 
OUTPUTS 

• THESE ARE ADDER BLOCKS USING THE '5381, A4-BIT ALU FUNCTION GENERATOR, TO PERFORM A HIGH-SPEED ADD 
OPERATION. THE 'S182IS ALOOKAHEAD'CARRY GENERATOR AND REDUCES THE PROPAGATION DELAY. ALL OFTHE 
ABOVE PARTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM MONOLITHIC MEMORIES INCORPORATED. 
TOTAL MULTIPLY nME = MUL nPLIER DELAY + ADDER LEVEL 1 DELAY + ADDER LEVEL 2 DELAY = 60+44+64 " 168 nlac 

Figure 2_ 16x16 Twos-COmplement Signed Multiplication 

X15 "X14 X13 X12 x11 X10 Xg X8 X7 X6 Xs X4 X3 
Y1S Y14 Y13 Y12 Y11 Y10 Yg Y8 V7 V6 Vs V4 ,V3 

1815 B14 B13 812 B11 810 Bg sail B7 B6 85 B4 83 82 S1 sol 
1015 014 013 012 011 010 09 oall 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 001lA15 A14 A13 A12 An A10 A9 Aall A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 

IC15 C14 C13 C1:Z cn C10 C9 c811 c7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 col 
~31 S30 529 628 S27 526 525 524S23 S22 S21 520 519 S,18 S17 S16 S15 S14 S13 512 S11 S10 S9 Sa 57 S6 S5 S4 S3 

ROUNDED' RESULT 

Figure 3. Unsigned ExpanSlons()f the 8x8 Multiplier to 16x16 Multiplication 

X2 X1 Xo 
V2 V1 Vo 

A2 A1 Aol 

S2 51 So 
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Applications: 
How to Design Superspeed Cray 
Multipliers with '5585 by Chuck Haslings 

Multiplication, as most of us think of it, is performed by repeated 
addition and shifting. When we multiply using pencil and paper, 
according to the familiar elementary-school method, we first 
write down the multiplicand, and then write down the multiplier 
immediately under it and underline the multiplier. Then we take 
the least-significant digit of the multiplier, multiply tha:! digit by 
the entire multiplicand, and record the answer in the top row of 
our workspace, underneath the line. then we repeat, using now 
the second-least-significant multiplier digit, and record that 
answer below the first one, pushed one digit position (that is, 
"shifted") to the left. This process continues until we run out of 
multiplier digits (or out of patience), at which point we add up 
the constants of the whole diamond-shaped workspace and 
record at the bottom an answer which consists of either 
m + n - 1 digits or m + n digits, where there are m digits in the 
multiplier and n digits in the multiplicand. An example, voila': 

125 (multiplicand) 
x10,7 (multiplier) 

875 (7 x 125) 
0,00 (0, x 125, Shifted left one digit position) 

125 (1 x 125, shifted left two digit positions) 

13375 (sum of the above) 

Figure 4. Decimal' Multiplication 

The deCimal number system has no monopoly on truth -
our ancestors simply happened to have ten fingers at the 
time when someone came up with the idea of counting. Binary 
numbers, as you know, are more copacetic than are decimal 
numbers with digital-logic elements, which like to settle 
comfortably into one voltage state ("High) or another ("Low"), 
rather than into one often different states. So we can repeat the 
above. example using binary numbers, right? .First, we convert 
our multiplicand and multiplier to binary: 

12510 = 0,111110,12 

10,710, = 0,110,10,11 2 

The subscripts 10, and 2 refer to the "base" or "radix" of the 
number system, 10, for decimal and 2 for binary. (Remember 
your New Math?) For sneaky reasons to be revealed soon, I've 
used 8-bit Qinary numbers, which is one bif more than 
necessary for my example, and added a leading zero. So, we 
multiply: 

0,111110,12 = 12510, 
x0,110,10,112 = 10,710 

0,111110,1 
0,111110,1 

0,0,000000, 
0,111110,1 

0,0000000 
0,111110,1 

0,111110,1 
0,0,000000 

00110,10000111111 = 1337510, 

Figure 5. Binary MultiplicatIon 
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I've left off the remarks this time, but they're just like the 
remarks in the decimal example, at least in principle. Just in 
case you doubt this answer, I'll convert it back: 

1 
2 

1 4 
8 

1 16 
1 32 
0, 0, 64) 
0, 0, 128) 
0, 0, 256) 
0, 0, (12) 
1 10,24 
0, 0, ( 2048) 
1 4096 

8192 
0, 0, (16364) 
0, 0, (32768) 

13375 

Figure 6. Binary-Io-Decimal Conversion 

Now look carefully at the diamond-shaped array of numbers in 
the workspace in Figure 5. Each row is either the multiplicand 
0, 11111 0, 1, or else all zeroes. The 0, 11111 0, 1 rows correspond 
to "1" digits in the multiplier, and the all-zero rows to "0" digits in 
the multiplier. Life does get simpler in some ways when we 
switch to binary numbers: "multiplying a multiplier digit by the 
multiplicand" now means just gating a copy of the multiplicand 
into that position if the digit is "1," and not doing so if the digIt is 
"0." 

Seymour Cray, the master computer deSigner from Chippewa 
Falls, Wisconsin, whose career has spanned fhree companies 
(Univac, Control Data, and now Cray Research)' and many 
inventions, first observed some time in the late 1950s that 
computers also could actually multiply this way, if one merely 
provided enough components. This last qualifying remark; in 
those days when even transistors, let alone integrated Circuits, 
in computers were still a novelty was by no means a trivial one! 
To prove his point (and satisfy a government contract), Cray 
designed, and c9ntrol Data built, a 48x48 multiplier which 
operated in one microsecond, about 1960. This multiplier was 
part of a special-purpose array processor for a classified 
application, and was so big that a GDC 1604 (then considered a 
large-scale processor) Served as its input/output controller. In 
principle, such· a multiplier at that time would have haa to 
consist of 48 48-bit full adders or "mills," each of which received 
one input 48-bit number from the outputs of the mill immediately 
aboVe it in the array, and the other 48-bit number from a gate 
which either allowed the multiplicand to pass through, or else 
supplied an all·zero 48-bit number. Actually, these mills have to 
be somewhat longer than 48 bits. Anyway, that is at least 2304 
full adders, and in 1960 a full-adder circuit normally occupied 
one small pliJg"ih circuit card. 

A later version of this multiplier, in the CDC 7600 super
computer, could produce one 48x48 product out every 275 
nanoseconds on" a pipelined basis. The pipelining was 
asynchronous, and the entirll hUmungo\ls array of adders and 
gating logic could have up to three different products rippling 
down it at a given instant! 
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Back to the 1980s. Monolithic Memories has for several years 
produced an 8x8 Cray multiplier, the 57/67558, as a single 600-
mil 4O-pin DIP. After we invented this part, AMD second
sourced it, and by now it has become an industry standard. We 
now also have faster pin-compatible parts, the 54174S558 and 
541748557. Like other West Coast companies 2,000 miles from 
Wisconsin and Minnesota where Seymour Cray does his 
inventing, Monolithic Memories previously used the tenm 
"combinatorial multiplier" instead of "Cray multiplier" for this 
type of part. However, "combinatorial multiplier" has nine extra 
letters and five extra syllables, and also inadvertently implies 
that the technique involves combinatorial logic rather than 
arithmetic circuits. Some West Coast designs. including our 
67558, use a modified internal array with only half as many full
adder circuits and slightly different interconnections, based on 
the two-bit "Booth-multiplication" algorithm (see reference 1), 
plus the "Wallace-tree" or "carry-save adder" technique (see 
references 2 and 3). Conceptually, however, the entire chip or 
system continues to operate as a Cray multiplier. 

The'SS8, in particular can be thought of as a static logic network 
which fits exactly the binary multiplication example of Figure 5. 
(See now why I insisted on using 8-bit binary numbers?) There 
are no flipflops or latches whatever in the '558 - it is a ''flow
through" device. Its AO pins are used up as follows: 

Use of Pins 

Multiplier 
Multiplicand 
Double-Length Product 
Complement of Most-
Significant Bit of Double
Length Product 

3-State Output Enable 
Number-Interpretation
Mode Control 

Rounding Control for Product 
Power and Ground 

Input, Output, 
or Voltage 

I 
I 
o 
o 

I 
V 

Table 1. Use of Pins In the '558 

Number 
of Pins 

8 
8 

16 
1 

1 
2 

2 
_2_ 

40 

The two number-interpretation-mode control pins, one for the 
multiplier and one for the multiplicand, allow the format for each 
of these two 8-bit input numbers to be chosen independently, as 
follows: 

Conlrollnput 

L 
H 

Interpretation of &-bIt InPut Number 

8-bit unsigned 
7-bit plus a sign bit 

Table 2. Mode Control Input Encoding 

The two rounding Control pins allow either integer (right
justified) or fractional (left-justified) interpretation of the 14-bits
plus-sign double-length product of two 7-bits-plus-sign numbers 
for internal rounding of the double-length result to the most 
accurate 8-bit number. The control encoding is: . 
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RS Input 

L 
L 
H 
H 

RU Input 

L 
H 
L 
H 

Effect 

Disable Rounding 
Round Unsigned 
Round Signed 
Nonsense (see below) 

Table 3. Rounding Control Input Encoding 

Rounding is normally disabled if the entire 16-bit double-length 
product' output is to be used. If only an 8-bit subset of this 
product Is to be used, this subset can be either bits 15-8 for 
unsigned rounding as shown in Figure 7, or bits 14-7 for 
signed rounding as shown in Figure 8. In either case, a "1" is 
forced into the '558's internal adder network at the bit position 
indicated by the arrow; adding.a "1" into the bit pOSition be/ow 
the least-significant bit of the final answer has the effect of 
rounding, as you can see after a little thought. Obviously, 
forcing a "1" into both of these adder positions at the same time 
is a nonsense operation for most applications - it adds a "3" 
into the middle of the double-length result. 

KEEP DISCARD 

""'SIGN 
BIT FORCE-ADD 

A "1" HERE 

01 

_ SIGNIFICANCE: __ 
MOST LEAST 

Figure 7. Unsigned Rounding 

FORCE-ADD 
A "1" HERE 

_ SIGNIFICANCE: __ 

MOST LEAST 

Figure 8. Signed Rounding 

By now you probably have a fairly good idea of what a 'SS8 is, 
and would like a few hints as to how to use it, right? First of all, 
there is an occasional application in things like video games for 
very fast multiplication, either 8x8 or 16x16, controlled by an 8-
bit microprocessor, where there would be one 'SS8 per system 
(see reference 4). More typically, however, the 'SS8 is a building 
block, and several of them are used within one system; in fact, 
maybe more than several - "many."ln the usual Silicon-Valley 
jargon, we can cascade a number of '558 (8x8) Cray-multiplier 
chips to create larger Cray multipliers at the systems level. 

For the sake of concreteness, I'll' discuss the case of 56x56 
multipliers, which are appropriate in410ating-point units which 
deal with "IBM-long-format" numbers which have a 56-bit 
mantissa. Any computer which emulates, or uses the same 
floating-point format as, any of the following computers can use 
such a multiplier: 



SN54/74S557 SN54/74S558 

IBM 3601370 
Amdahl 470 
Data General Eclipse 
Gould/System Engineering SEL 32 
Norsk Data 500 (different format) 

There are two basic approaches: serial-parallel, and fully 
parallel. The serial-parallel approach uses seven '558s, and 
requires seven full multiply-and-add cycles. On the first cycle, 
the least-significant eight bits of the multiplier are multiplied by 
the entire multiplicand, and this partial product is saved. On the 
second cycle, the next-least significant eight bits of the 
multiplier are multiplied by the multiplicand, and that product 
(shifted eight bit positions to the left) is added into the first 
partial product to form the new partial product. And so forth, for 
five more cycles. It's almost like our decimal-multiplication 
example of Figure 1, except that instead of base-l0 decimal 
digits we now have base-256 superdigits. 

The fuHy-paraliel approach totally applies Cray's usual design 
philosophy (sometimes characterized as "big, fast, and simple") 
at the systems level. It uses 49 '558s, in seven ranks; the 'i'th rank 
performs an operation corresponding to that done during the 
'i'th cycle in the serial-parallel implementation. In principle, a 
complete mill is used to add the outputs of one rank of '558s to . 
those of the rank above it. Or, alternatively, these mills can be 
laid out in a "tree" arrangement, such as: 

ABC D E F G 

~ ~ / ~ / ~ / 

/+""'-.....64-BIT~/+ 
MILLS '" / 

+~:-BI~-?+ 
'".D'T u~ILL/ 

96-BIT MILL_+ 

Figure 9. "Tree" Summing Arrangement of Mills for a 56x56 
Cray Multiplier 

Each letter stands for one rank of '558s, and each "+" stands for 
a mill of the indicated length. More involved "Wallace-tree" 
techniques are usually preferable. (See reference 3). If the 
least-significant half of the double-length product is never 
needed, only 34 'S558s are required. There is one subtlety 
which needs to be mentioned. If, conceptually, a '558 looks like 
a diamond-

MULTIPLIER 

MULTIPLICAND 

LOWER 
HALF 

DOUBLE-LENGTH PRODUCT 

Figure 10. A Single '558 In "Diamond" Notation 

then, the 8x56 multiplier for the serial-parallel configuration 
(which is also one rank of the fully-parallel configuration, 
which has seven such ranks) looks like this: 

8-BIT PORTION 
OF 

MULTIPLIER 
56-BIT 

MULTIPLICAND 

64-BIT PARTIAL 
PRODUCT 

FJgure11. 8x56 Cray Multiplier in "Diamond" Notation 

As you may discover after a moment's thought, each slanted 
double line in Figure 8 calls for addition of the outputs of two 
'558s - the eight most significant bits of one, and the eight 
least-significant bits of the next one to the left. There must also 
be an extra adder (or at least a "half adder") to propagate the 
carries from this addition all the way over to theJeft end of the 
result. The upshot is that an extra 56-bit mill is needed, in 
addition to the '558s. The eight least-significant bits of the least
significant '558 do not have to go through this mill, since they do 
not get added to anything else. 

One final note: building up a large Cray-multiplier configuration 
out of '558s requires a lot of full adders, or else a lot of 
something else equivalent to them. Monolithic Memories also 
makes the 54174S381 (a 4-bit "ALU" or "Arithmetic Logic Unit") 
and the 54174S182 (a carry-bypass circuit which works well with 
the '381); and two faster ALUs, the 54174F381 and the 
54174F382 are in design. These ALUs and bypasses are 
excellent building blocks from which to assemble the mills used' 
for summation within a rank of '558s, and also the mills used for 
tree-summation of the outputs of all ranks. For how to put 
together one of these mills using '381s, '382s, and '182s, see 
reference 1. For how to use PROMs as Wallace trees, see 
reference 3. 

Now you can go ahead, design your Cray multiplier out of '558s, 
and start multiplying full-length numberS together in a fraction 
of a microsecond. Sound like fun? 
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